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FIBRATIONS 0F COMPACT KAHLER MANIFOLDS
IN TERMS 0F COHOMOLOGICAL PROPERTIES
0F THEIR FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS
by Ngaiming MOK (*)

Let X be a compact Kàhler manifold whose fundamental group F
admits a finite-dimensional discrète Zariski-dense représentation into a
real semisimple Lie group of thé noncompact type. Using thé method of
harmonie maps, thé author established in [Ml] that some unramified finite
cover of X admits a meromorphic fibration over a projective manifold of
général type. Without thé discreteness assumption, one can still dérive a
discrète représentation with similar properties, uniess thé représentation is
nonrigid, or there exists a Zariski-dense représentation into some p-adic
semisimple Lie group. In thèse cases there is thé method of harmonie
maps into associated Euclidean buildings of Gromov-Schoen [GS]. Using
this method and thé method of spectral covers, Zuo [Zu], building on a
number of earlier works, established an analogous fibration theorem over
projective manifoids of général type in thèse cases. As a conséquence, thé
discreteness assumption can be entirely dropped.
In this article we consider fibration theorems with conditions on
first cohomology groups of F with respect to unitary représentations into
(complex) Hilbert spaces. Ail Hilbert spaces are understood to be separable
in thé présent article. By a holomorphic fibration we mean a proper
surjective holomorphic map with connected fibers. In this terminology, a
(*) Supported by a grant of thé Research Grants Council of Hong Kong.
Keywords: Kàhler manifold — Fundamental group — Holomorphic fibration — Foliation —
Abelian variety ~ Harmonie for m — Harmonie map.
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biholomorpic map or a modification is a holomorphic fibration. We will
say for short that a compact complex manifold Y admits a meromorphic
fibration over a compact complex manifold Z if there exist a modification
p : Y —> Y and a holomorphic fibration a : Y —» Z. We prove
THEOREM 1. — Let X be à compact Kâhler manifold with fundâmentâl group r. Suppose for some unitâry représentation <I> of F on a
Hilbert space H we hâve ^(F; $) ^ 0. Then,
(a) X is of général type; or
(b) for some unrâmified finite cover X' of X, there exists a holomorphic fibration r : X' —>• T onto a compact complex torus T; or
(c) for some nonsingular Kâhler modification X of X there exists a
holomorphic fibration a : X —^ Z with positive-dimensional fibers onto
a projective manifold Z such that Z is of logarithmic général type with
respect to thé multiplicity locus of (T.

Hère and henceforth to avoid clumsy language a compact complex torus or a projective manifold is aiways understood to be positivedimensional. For (c) see Sakai [Sa] and références given there. Hère we
may aiso say that thé pair (X,inult(a)) is of logarithmic général type, for
mult(a) denoting thé reduced divisor on X which is thé multiplicity locus
ofcr.
In thé statement of Theorem 1, thé non-vanishing condition on thé
first cohomology group with respect to some unitâry représentation <Ï> is
équivalent to saying that F violâtes Property (T) of Kazhdan (cf. de la
Harpe-Valette [HP]). In other words, F satisfies thé hypothesis of Theorem
1 if and oniy if thé trivial représentation of F is not an isolated point in
thé unitâry dual of F. As an example, any F of subexponential growth
violâtes Kazhdan's Property (r) since ff^r;?) ^ 0 for thé left regular
représentation p.
We aimed originally to establish a fibration theorem in which Z in
(c) can be taken to be a projective manifold of général type at thé expense
of replacing X by some unrâmified finite cover. While this can aiways
be done if <Ï> is finite-dimensional, in our situation (c) may arise from
an infinite-dimensional représentation, and thé analogous statement is not
known. Still, (c) yieids over X nontrivial holomorphic sections of certain
tensor powers of thé cotangent bundie Q,x on X. Under some additional
hypothèses on thé fundamental group F = 7Ti(X), we obtain thé following
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corollary to thé proof of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 1. — Let X be a compact Kahler mânifold whose fundamentâl group r violâtes Kazhdan^s Property (T). Assume furthermore
thât every quotient group of T is residually finite. Then, some unramified finite cover X/ of X admits a meromorphic fibration over a positivedimensional compact Kahler mânifold Z such that Z is either a compact
complex torus or a projective mânifold of général type.
Hère a discrète group H is said to be residually finite if and oniy if
thé intersection of ail subgroups of finite index of H reduces to thé trivial
group.
An intermediate aim for proving fibration theorems on compact
Kahler manifoids is to show thé existence of nontrivial meromorphic
functions on them. In this direction our method yieids thé following resuit
on algebraic dimensions of compact Kahler manifoids.
THEOREM 2. — Let X be a compact Kahler mânifold whose fundamental group F violâtes Kazhdan's Property (T). Suppose furthermore that
for every unramified finite cover X' ofX thé first Betti number &i(X') == 0.
Then, X is of algebraic dimension ^ 2.
Theorem 2 is optimal in thé sensé that, irrespective of thé complex
dimension of X, one cannot expect thé algebraic dimension of X to exceed
2. In fact, if there is a projective-algebraic mânifold XQ of dimension
m ^ 2 satisfying thé hypothesis, by taking hyperplane sections and
applying Lefschetz's Theorem, there is aiways a projective-algebraic surface
5' satisfying thé same hypothesis, and products of S with simply-connected
compact Kahler manifoids of algebraic dimension 0 give examples of X of
arbitrarily large complex dimensions and of algebraic dimension 2.
In order to establish fibration theorems on compact Kahler manifoids
whose fundamental groups violate Kazhdan's Property (T), we resort
to thé method of semi-Kàhler structures, i.e., semi-Kàhler metrics with
compatible meromorphic foliations, as developed in Mok ([Ml], [M3], [M4]).
On compact Kahler manifoids there are two essential sources of semi-Kàhler
structures, constructed from harmonie maps (resp. harmonie forms). Both
types of semi-Kàhler structures will be used.
Our point of departure is an existence theorem (Mok [M2]) for harmonie forms with twisted coefficients on compact Riemannian manifoids
TOME 50 (2000), FASCICULE 2 (spécial Cinquantenaire)
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with nonvanishing cohomology groups with respect to some unitary représentation <Ï> on a Hilbert space H. In this existence theorem, thé unitary
représentation <Ï> and thé Hilbert space H may hâve to be replaced. In thé
case of compact Kàhler manifoids X, we obtain d-closed holomorphic 1forms with twisted coefficients. (For first cohomology groups thé existence
theorem aiso follows from thé work of Korevaar-Schoen [KS] on harmonie
maps.) Hère and in what follows <]> : F —> U(H) will be taken to mean
a unitary représentation for which there exists an associated holomorphic
1-form v with twisted coefficients. Norms of v then lead to a semi-Kàhler
form û;, with a compatible meromorphic foliation F arising from level sets
of an intégral F : X —> H on thé uni versai covering space X.
As in Mok ([Ml], [M4]) we distinguish two cases: thé factorizable
and thé non-factorizable case. For définitions we refer thé reader to Mok
[M4], Définition-Proposition 2, with thé correction that (b) there should
be removed. For thé ensuing discussion we restrict to thé non-factorizable
case. In that case there exists a nontrivial pseudogroup G of holomorphic
isometries on some local cross-section of thé foliated space X. We dérive
from this a canonical représentation G of thé fundamental group F on thé
group of Lie-algebra automorphisms Aut(g) of thé Lie algebra Q of G. Under
thé assumption of Theorem 1, in thé non-factorizable case we deduce that
thé canonical action ô of F on Aut(fl) has an infinité image. If thé Zariskiclosure Q(F) of G(F) is not solvable, passing to semisimple quotients of
9 (F) thé method of harmonie maps will yield on some unramified finite
cover a meromorphic fibration over a projective manifold of général type.
Otherwise one can dérive an abelian représentation of F with infinité image
to show that X has a nontrivial Albanese map. Combining with results of
Ueno [Ue] about subvarieties of Abelian varieties, Kawamata-Viehweg [KV]
about ramified finite covers of Abelian varieties, and their generalizations to
compact complex tori by Campana [Ça] we hâve obtained a meromorphic
fibration of X either over a compact complex torus, or over a projective
manifold of général type.
In thé factorizable case we obtain a holomorphic fibration of some
nonsingular Kàhler modification X oî X onto a compact Kàhler manifold
Z. If there are no multiple fibers outside a subvariety of Z of codimension
^ 2, then thé semi-Kàhler form LJ on X descends to a semi-Kàhler form
on Z which is positive-definite and of nonpositive holomorphic bisectional
curvature on a Zariski-dense open subset. If thé Ricci form is negativedefinite at a generic point, we prove that Z is of général type. Otherwise
as in Mok ([Ml], [M4]) we consider a second semi-Kàhler structure defined
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by thé Ricci form. We show that this will lead to a meromorphic fibration
over a projective manifold of général type.
In thé présence of multiple fibers, thé semi-Kàhler form uj on X
descends to a semi-Kàhler form on Z — A for some proper subvariety
A C Z. In général thé semi-Kàhler form may hâve pôles of fractional
order along irreducible components of codimension 1 in A. There is an
effective Q-divisor D on Z such that, denoting by Kz thé canonical line
bundie of Z, Kz 0 [D] admits a singular Hermition metric of nonpositive
curvature. In this case our method of proof shows that Kz 0 [D] is big
and that, as a conséquence, Z is of logarithmic général type with respect
to thé multiplicity locus of thé holomorphic fibration. Thé compact Kàhler
manifold Z is thus Moisezon and hence projective-algebraic. This gives
Theorem 1. In order for thé semi-Kàhler form to descend to thé base
manifold in thé factorizable case after passing to some unramified finite
cover of X, it is sufficient to find a torsion-free subgroup of finite index of
some discrète group acting properly discontinuousiy on a complex space.
This leads to Corollary 1 and Theorem 2.
In thé case when one can deduce that a compact Kàhler manifold X
is of général type directiy from thé existence of a holomorphic 1-form v
with coefficients twisted by a unitary représentation, thé semi-Kàhler form
uj defined by v is positive-definite, of nonpositive holomorphic bisectional
curvature and of strictiy négative Ricci curvature on some Zariski-dense
open subset. Heuristically, modulo some blowing-down, X should behave
like a subvariety of an Abelian variety. As a by-product of our study of semiKàhler structures we establish in thé case of Kàhler surfaces thé Kobayashi
hyperbolicity of X, under thé assumption of nonexistence of rational curves
and elliptic curves.
THEOREM 3. — Let X béa compact Kàhler surface with fundamental group F, and <î> : F —^ U(H) be a unitary représentation on a Hilbert
space H. Suppose v is of maximal rank at a generic point, and thé induced
semi-Kàhler form uj is of strictiy négative Ricci curvature at a generic point.
Then, X is Kobayashi hyperbolic provided that there does not exist any
elliptic or rational curves on X.

Results along thé line of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 were stated in
Mok [M3] with a sketch of thé proof. There it was claimed that Corollary 1
hoids for any X whose fundamental group violâtes Kazhdan's Property
(T). As it turned oui thé author has regrettably ignored thé question
TOME 50 (2000), FASCICULE 2 (spécial Cinquantenaire)
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of finding a torsion-free subgroup of finite index of some discrète group
which acts properly discontinuousiy on some complex space of cycles. While
this is possible and well-known if thé holomorphic 1-form has coefficients
twisted by a finite-dimensional (unitary) représentation, in thé général case
of unitary représentations on Hilbert spaces thé analogous statement is not
known.
Thé main input of thé présent article, long overdue, is to introduce
a method to analyse non-factorizable meromorphic foliations arising from
holomorphic 1-forms with coefficients twisted by infinite-dimensional unitary représentations. By this method in thé non-factorizable case one can
pass to finite-dimensional représentations. Despite thé difficulty arising
from finding subgroups of finite index acting without fixed points, thé author believes that thé main input of thé article remains intact. He aiso
believes that to study fundamental groups of compact Kàhler manifoids
one has to deal with délicate questions on infinite-dimensional représentations of discrète groups, as there is no reason why a ^generic" Kàhler group
should admit nontrivial finite-dimensional représentations. It is in view of
thé lack of results on infinite-dimensional représentations on Kàhler groups
and thé difficulty of thé problem that thé author ventures to présent thé
methods and intermediate results of thé présent article.
Acknowledgement: Thé author would like to thank thé référée for
pointing out a mistake in thé first version of thé article in relation to
multiple fibers in thé factorizable case. It has led to reformulation of thé
results.
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1. Harmonie 1-fbrms with twisted coefficients and
semi-Kâhler structures.
(1.1) Let (M,^) be a compact Riemannian manifold with fundamental group r. Let H be a Hilbert space and $ : F —> U{H) be a
unitary représentation of F on H^ and E^ be thé locally constant bundie of Hilbert spaces on M with transition functions defined by <1>. For
a nonnegative integer i we dénote by IP(M,i^>) thé de Rham cohomology group. For i = 1, H^^M.E^) dépends oniy on F and is isomorphic
to thé cohomology group ^(F;^) defined as follows. A 1-cochain c is
a function c : F —>• H. Thé 1-cochain is called a 1-cocycle if it satisfies
thé identity c^^ = ^(7i)(c^) + c^ for ail 71,72 6 F. It is called a 1coboundary if there exists some élément h ç: H such that c/y = h — ^>(^)h
for every 7 6 F . Denoting thé complex vector spaces of 1-cocycles (resp.
1-coboundaries) by Z^F;^) (resp. ^(F;^)), we hâve thé first cohomology group ^(r;^) :== Z l (^; $)/51(^; ^). In général it may happen that
JP(M,£'<ï>) == 0 while there are no E^-valued harmonie î-forms. Thé following resuit, proved in Mok [M2], dérives nonetheless thé existence of harmonie forms with twisted coefficients at thé expense of possibly replacing
thé représentation ^ by some other unitary représentation <Ï>' : F —>- H ' .
Thé resuit in thé case of ï = 1 follows aiso from thé work of KorevaarSchoen [KS] on harmonie maps into possibly infinite-dimensional Riemannian manifolds.
THEOREM (1.1.1). — Let {M^g) be a compact Riemannian manifold and dénote by F its fundamental group. Let <Ï> : F —> U(H) be a
unitary représentation ofF on a Hilbert space and dénote by E<s> thé corresponding locally constant Hilbert bundie over M. Suppose JP(M; E<s>) -^ 0
for some i ^ 1. Then, there exists a séquence {^k} of smooth ^-équivalent
i-forms on M such that over a fundamental domain F we hâve fy ||^ II 2 = 1
and fp(\\d^k\\2 + N*^A;||2) ^ p For any such séquence {^} there exists a
subsequence {fikU)} an(^ there are unitary transformations U^u) on H such
that Ukç^^k(e) converges on M in L^ to a nontrivial H-valued d-closed harmonie i-form ^ on M. Furthermore, there exists a Hilbert subspace H ' C H
and a unitary représentation <î>' : F —> UÇH^ such that ç is ^-equivariant.
In what follows a harmonie form with values in a locally flat Hilbert
TOME 50 (2000), FASCICULE 2 (spécial Cinquantenaire)
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bundie arising from a unitary représentation <Ï> : M —> U(H) will simply be
referred to as a harmonie form with coefficients twisted by <î>, or simply as
one with twisted coefficients. (Note that <Ï> is used as a generic symbol
for a unitary représentation and carries a différent meaning from that
in Theorem (1.1.1).) In thé spécial case of i = 1 thé assumption of
nonvanishing first cohomology for some unitary représentations amounts
to saying that F violâtes Property (T) of Kazhdan. Theorem (1.1.1) says
that on a compact Riemannian manifold (M,^) with 71-1 (M) = F there
exists some harmonie 1-form with twisted coefficients. Since any unitary
représentation of F can be decomposed into an intégral of irreducible
unitary représentations (cf. Zimmer [Zi], p. 23ff), it follows readily that
there exists an irreducible représentation $ : F —^ U(H) for which there
exists a nontrivial harmonie 1-form with coefficients twisted by <î> (Mok
[M4], (3.2)).
Let v be a harmonie 1-form on M with twisted coefficients and v
be thé 2ï-valued ^-equi variant harmonie 1-form on M. Since v is closed
there exists a smooth ^f-valued smooth 1-form F such that dF = y. We
hâve 0 = d"v = d*dF^ showing that F is a harmonie function. Thé <Ï>equivariance of ï means that for every 7 ç F, we hâve y{^x) = ^(^)v(x).
Integrating we hâve thé transformation ruie
F(jx) = <S>(^)F(x) + c^
for some constant vector Cy € H. Thé function c : F —> H given by
0(7) === c/y then defines a 1-cocycle in Z^(M\ <!>). We note that if we replace
thé primitive F by F + h for some h ç. H^ then thé 1-cocycle c = (c-y) is
replaced by c1 = (c/y + h — <t>(7)/i), so that c' — c is a 1-coboundary. For a
harmonie 1-form y with twisted coefficients, we hâve
LEMMA (1.1.1). — Let (M^g) be a compact Riemannian manifold,
v be a nontrivial E^-valued harmonie 1-form with values in E^, and F be
a primitive of thé lifting v to thé universal cover M. Then thé 1-cocycle c/y
is not cohomologous to 0.

Proof. — Suppose otherwise. Replacing F by F + h for some h ç H
we may assume without loss ofgenerality that c^ = 0 for every 7 e F. Then,
for every 7 ç F and every x € M, we hâve F(^x) = ^(^)F(x). It follows
that thé smooth function <f := [|F||2 is invariant under F, and descends thus
to a smooth function y? on M. Let A be thé Laplacian operator on M or
on M on smooth functions. Since F is harmonie we hâve A<^ = ||d-F||2 ^ 0.
Equivalently A^ = ||^|[2 ^ 0. Integrating over M we conclude thé pointwise
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vanishing of ^, a contradiction.

D

Let now X be a compact Kàhler manifold. Take <Ï> : F —> U{H) to
be irreducible such that there exists a nontrivial harmonie E^-valued 1form 77. Regard H now as a real Hilbert space and write IIe for H <S>R C.
We hâve thé standard orthogonal décomposition IIe = H1'0 © H011 into
Hilbert subspaces, where Jf°'1 = Jf1'0 and ^f1'0 is isomorphic to H as a Frepresentation space. Accordingly write E^Ç^yiC = E^. We décompose 77 as
77 = 771'0 +770'1, where 771'0 is an i^-valued (1,0)-form and 77°'1 = 771'0. Then,
thé standard Hodge décomposition for harmonie 1-forms remains valid
(cf. Mok [M2], Corollary (0.1)) to show that 77 is a d-closed holomorphic
1-form with values twisted by <î>.
An example of a unitary représentation of an abstract group F on a
Hilbert space H is given by thé left regular représentation p, as follows.
Let -^(r) be thé Hilbert space of ail functions / : F —>• C, i.e., verifying
E^r I/MI2 < 00Then,

Define

P •

L2

^ - L2^ ^ K7)(/)](ff) = f^-'g)-

{pW[pWMs) = K^a)]^-1-?) = /(7-l^-lff) = K^)(/)](ff).
In other words, p{p)p(^) = p{^)- Clearly p préserves norms and is hence
a unitary représentation.
Let now X be a compact Kàhler manifold and dénote by r its
fundamental group. Dénote by H^{X,0) thé I^-cohomology groups on
thé universal covering space X. Then, ^{X.Ep) = 0 if and oniy if
H^ ( X , 0 ) = O . W e assert
LEMMA (1.1.2). — H^(X^O) 7^ 0 whenever F is infinité and of
subexponential growth. As a conséquence, for Y of subexponentiâl growth
we hâve ^(X, Ep) -^ 0 and hence F violâtes Property (T) of Kazhdan.
ProoL — Thé assumption that F is of subexponential growth implies thé existence of géodésie balls Bk = B(x^Rk) on X such that
lin^_^ ^^ = 0. We proceed to prove H^(X,0) + 0 by argument
by contradiction. Choose smooth cut-off functions pk such that pjç = 1 on
Bk', pk ^ 0 outside B'^ = B{xQ',Rk + 1). If H^(X,0) = 0, then we can
solve 9uk = 9pk on X with I^-estimates, so that J^ Uk\2 ^ ^ f^ \°Pk\2 ^
Vol(ô5/c). Hère for two nonpositive séquences (a/c) and (b^) diverging to
oo we write a/c ~ bk to mean that for k sufficiently large 9±- is uniformiy
bounded above and below by positive constants. We hâve 9(uk — pk) = 0 so
that fk '.= Uk — pk is a square-integrable holomorphic function on X. Since
TOME 50 (2000), FASCICULE 2 (spécial Cinquantenaire)
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fv \Pk\2 ~ Vol(Bfc) and F is of subexponential growth we conclude that fjç
is nontrivial for k large enough. However, by thé Mean-Value Inequality
and thé Maximum Principle it is easy to see that there does not exist on
X any holomorphic function of class L2 whenever F is infinité. This proves
Lemma (1.1.2) by contradiction.
D
(1.2) We are going to obtain meromorphic fibrations by means of
d-closed holomorphic 1-forms with coefficients twisted by unitary représentations. In thé difficult case we are led to study meromorphic foliations,
with thé aim of forming quotient spaces which are leaf spaces of thé foliations. In order to study thé possibility of forming leaf spaces we introduced
thé notion of semi-Kàhler structures. This notion was implicitly introduced
in Mok [Ml] for thé purpose of studying harmonie maps into Riemannian
locally symmetric spaces of thé noncompact type. We hâve
DEFINITION (1.2.1) (Semi-Kàhler structures). — Let X be a complex manifold. A semi-Kàhler structure (X.uj^f\ V) consists of
(a) a nontrivial closed positive (l,l)-current LJ on X;
(b) a complex-analytic subvariety V C X of codimension ^ 2, possibly
empty, such thaï uj is smooth on X —V;

(c) a holomorphic foliation T on X — V such that
(d) thé closed semipositive (l,l)-form uj and T are compatible on
a dense open subset U of X — V in thé sensé that for any x G U,
Ker(^))=T,(^).

Thé subvariety V C X will sometimes be left oui in thé notation
for a semi-Kàhler structure. F will aiso be referred to as a meromorphic
foliation. For thé local structure of semi-Kàhler structures we introduce
DEFINITION-PROPOSITION (1.2.1). — Let (X^^.V) be a semiKàhler structure on an n-dimensional complex manifold. We call an open
set U CC X -V a distinguished polydisk ifU ^ D x D1 where D CC C"1,
D' CC C^, k + i = n, are polydisks centred at 0 such that thé leaves
of thé foliation T\u correspond to level sets of thé canonical projection
D x D' —> D. Then, in terms of thé corresponding Euclidean coordinates
( ^ i , . . . , Zh'-, w i , . . . , w^) thé semi-Kàhler form uj is given by
^=^1

^
l^a,(3<^k
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By Définition-Proposition (1.2.1) we hâve an induced quotient closed
semipositive (1,1) form cJ defined on D. Furthermore, uJ is positive-definite
on a dense open subset of D. To form leaf spaces we introduce thé notion
of factorizable semi-Kàhler structures, as follows.
DEFINITION-PROPOSITION (1.2.2). — For a compact Kàhler manifold X we say that a semi-Kàhler structure (X^^.V) is factorizable
if and oniy if ail leaves L of ^ on X - V are closed and thé topological
closures L on X are compact complex-analytic subvarieties of X. In this
case replacing X by some unramified finite cover ifnecessary, there exists a
nonsingular Kàhler modification ^ : X -^ X , a compact Kàhler manifold Z
and a surjective holomorphic map a : X —> Z with generically irreducibîe
fibers such that for ail leaves L oî T on X - V, (y^-1!/) is an irreducibîe
component of a fiber (7~l(z), z e Z.
On thé other hand, when thé semi-Kàhler structure is not factorizable,
we hâve thé following resuit from (Mok [Ml], p. 574) producing nontrivial
pseudogroups of holomorphic isometries.
PROPOSITION (1.2.1). — Let (X.^.^.V) be a semi-Kàhler structure on a compact Kàhler manifold X. Then, either
(a) thé semi-Kàhler structure is factorizable; or
(b) for any distinguished polydisk U ^ D x D ' o n X - V such
that ùJ is positive-definite on D, (D.cJ) admits a nontrivial pseudogroup
of holomorphic isometries.
Hère by a pseudogroup G we mean thé germ at thé identity map of a
topological local group of homeomorphisms. In our case thé pseudogroup of
holomorphic isometries is a Lie pseudogroup, and any closed subset which
constitutes a sub-pseudogroup is a Lie pseudogroup. By abuse of language
we will say, in Case (b) of Proposition (1.2.1), that thé semi-Kàhler structure (X,CJ,.F) admits a nontrivial pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries.
We will aiso say in Case (a) (resp. Case (b)) that thé meromorphic foliation
T is factorizable resp. non-factorizable.
We remark that thé crux of thé proof of Proposition (1.2.1) is thé
Bishop Extension Theorem on complex-analytic subvarieties. Thé idea is
to mea^ure volumes of leaves of T on X - V. Either leaves are of "bounded
récurrence", in which case we prove that most leaves are of bounded
volume, thus extendible to complex-analytic subvarieties on X by thé
Bishop Extension Theorem, or eise, they are of "unbounded récurrence", in
TOME 50 (2000), FASCICULE 2 (spécial Cinquantenaire)
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which case we produce a nontrivial pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries
of (D, cJ). We note that a priori it is possible that every leaf L of F on X — V
is closed while F is of "unbounded récurrence". To construct leaf spaces
as implicit in Définition-Proposition (1.2.2), it is necessary for topological
closures L to be complex-analytic subvarieties of X. For thé notions of
bounded and unbounded récurrence we refer thé reader to Mok [Ml], (3.3),
Définition 3.

2. Fibration via thé semi-Kâhler structure arising from
a holomorphic 1-form with twisted coefficients.
(2.1) From now on let X be an n-dimensional compact Kàhler
manifold and <î> : F —> U(H) be a unitary représentation such that thé
reduced cohomology ff^(r; <î>) -^ 0. Let v ç. H1^; ^(£^)) be a nontrivial
d-closed holomorphic 1-form with values in thé associated locally constant
bundie E<s> of Hilbert spaces. Over a small open set U C X fix a constant
orthonormal basis {e^} of E^\u and write v = ^^i ^kek locally. Define a
nonnegative real-analytic (l,l)-form uj by uj = V^ÎY^LI ^k^k- For each
tangent vector r] of type (1,0) at x e X, û;( — v^^î^ A rj) is thé square of
thé norm of v{r]} ç. E<s>^j so that uj is well-defined on X independent of thé
local choices of {e^}. Since v is d-closed, uj is aiso d-closed. It defines a semiKâhler form on X. Suppose (jj is everywhere degenerate, i.e., cj71 = 0. From
thé Darboux Lemma, on thé dense open set where a; is of maximal rank, thé
distribution defined by thé kernel oîuj is integrable with holomorphic leaves.
Actually, thé foliation is holomorphic, as follows. Let E C X be thé subset
of points x where Vy^ ç ^(-Ê^) a;) ^ Hom(Tr,-^) fails to be of maximal
rank, and E C X be thé lifting 7^~1(E) under thé universal covering map
TT : X —f X. Let F : X —>• H be a primitive of thé lifting ï of v to X. Then,
on X — E connected components of level sets of F define a holomorphic
foliation T'. Holomorphic tangent spaces to leaves of F agrée with kernels
of 9F = v. From thé définition of uj it is clear that a tangent vector 77 of
type (1,0) lies on thé kernel of <jj if and oniy if it lies in thé kernel of z^, so
that Ker(c<;) = Ker(^) defines an integrable holomorphic distribution, i.e.,
a holomorphic foliation F outside E whose lifting to X agrées precisely
with î-'. In other words, leaves of F on X — E agrée with images of leaves
of F under TT : X —^ X. We hâve thus obtained a semi-Kâhler structure
(X,^,^), which is thé principal object of study in this section. We note
that F extends in an obvious way to a meromorphic foliation on X, i.e.,
a holomorphic foliation on X — V for some complex-analytic subvariety
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V C E, V being of codimension > 2 on X.
(2.2) From now on we assume that for thé semi-Kàhler structure
(X,ù;,JF), F is a nontrivial foliation, i.e., uj ^ 0 and o^ = 0. To obtain
fibration theorems on X one would naturally attempt to prove that
(X,o;,.F) is factorizable m thé sensé of Définition (1.2.1). From obvious
examples on thé compact complex torus of dimension ^ 2 one would need
to ruie oui thé trivial représentation. Thé arguments of Mok [M4] indicate
that in thé caseof a finite-dimensional unitary représentation <I> : F —> U(r),
thé image of X under F is pseudo-invariant under a 1-parameter group
of Euclidean translations. For infinite-dimensional unitary représentations,
we hâve given in Mok ([M4], §5) an example such that (X^,F) is not
factorizable for another reason. In that case, arising from irreducible
compact quotients of thé bidisk, there is an associated représentation
of F into SU(\, 1) with Zariski-dense image. Our strategy for obtaining
meromorphic fibrations will consist of proving that either (X,^,^) is
factorizable, or there exists a finite-dimensional linear représentation of
F with infinité image.
We assume now that (X,^,^) is not factorizable. By Proposition
(1.2.1) there exists a local cross-section (S,^\s) of (X,^,.F) and a nontrivial pseudogroup of (germs of) holomorphic isometries G. Dénote by Q
thé Lie algebra of G. We proceed to define a représentation Q of F on thé
group Aut(fl) of Lie-algebra automorphisms. Then, we will show that 6(r)
must hâve infinité image in order to dérive meromorphic fibrations from
known results on compact complex ton and on harmonie rnaps.
Recall from (1.1) that F : X -^ H satisfies thé transformation ruie
F(-yx) = <t>(7)(F(a;)) = ^(^)(F(x)) -h c/y, where (c^) constitutes a 1-cocyle
in Z^r; $). Thé mappmg <î> : F —> U(H) xH is a homomorphism ofgroups.
Fix a base point XQ e X where F is of maximal rank. Choose a local crosssection (So,S\so) passing through XQ. Assume that ^so : SQ —> X is a
biholomorphism of SQ onto ils image 5', so that {S^\s) is a local crosssection of (X, a;, ,F). From thé way that Proposition (1.2.1) is proven in Mok
[Ml] thé existence of a nontrivial pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries
on (S^\s) in thé présent case can be deduced as follows.
We may assume that F\So is a biholomorphism of SQ onto ils image
W. Dénote by f3 thé Kàhler form of thé Euclidean metric on thé Hilbert
space H. Then, (5'o,cî[^) = F*(lV,/3|iv). We need equivalently to prove
thé existence of a pseudogroup G of holomorphic isometries of (W,/3\w)'
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It suffices to find a séquence of distinct germs of holomorphic isometries 0,
of (W,(3\w) at po = F(xo). Dénote by L thé leaf of T on X - Ë passing
through XQ. For any point x ç L there is a local cross-section (S^o;^)
which agrées with thé germ of (5o^k) at xo in thé sensé that Wh
germs are isomorphic to thé germ of (W,/3\w) at po = F(xo) = F(x).
We assume that F|^ is an embedding and that F(^) c W. Suppose now
G is a smooth curve on L joining x to some point y with thé property
that 7r(y) ç 7r(S^). Let T be a tubular neighborhood of C in X - È such
that thé map F\T : T -> W c H is a proper submersion with connected
fibers onto an open neighborhood W C H of po in W. Thé canonical
isomorphism of thé germ of (-S^û]^) with thé germ of (Sy^\s,) at y
then induces an isomorphism of thé germ of (7r(S^^\^)) at ^{x) with
thé germ of (7r(S^),^(^)) at 7r(y). There is a unique point 2/ on 5^ such
that 7r(î/) = 7r(2/). Then, we havejm isomorphism ofthe germs of (S^^\sJ
at x resp. ?/. Via thé map F : X -^ H we hâve an isomorphism 0 of thé
germs of (W,f3\w) at thé points F(x) = F(xo) = po, resp. F { y ' ) . Pulling
back by F\so and then projecting by 7r[^ we obtain a germ h at 7r(.z-o) of
holomorphic isometry of (S,uj\s) sending 7r(.ro) to a point on S.
Assuming that (X^.F) is not factorizable then it is of unbounded
récurrence in thé sensé of Mok [Ml]. In this case thé pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries G' of (S^\s) contains germs of holomorphic isometries
hi of (S,uj\s) of thé form described, for différent choices of pairs of points
(x, y) lying on L, together with smooth paths C joining x to y . They correspond to germs of holomorphic isometries 0, of (W,(3\w) at po sending po
to some point p, on W. 6i can be chosen to be distinct and converging to
thé identity map. In particular, thé points pi thus chosen converge to po.
From thé existence of 0, it follows that there is a nontrivial pseudogroup of
holomorphic isometries of (W,(3\w) containing {0,} as a subset. Let Go to
be thé largest pseudogroup of such germs of holomorphic isometries. From
thé description above of ô and thé transformation ruie for F : X -> H it
follows that 0, is of thé form 0, = $(^) = (^), c^) ç u(H) K H for some
choices of ^.
(2.3) We will consider a spécial pseudogroup G of germs of holomorphic isometries of (W,l3\w) and proceed to dérive a représentation of F on

thé Lie algebra g of G.
PROPOSITION (2.3.1). — There exists a nontrivial pseudogroup
G C Go of holomorphic isometries of (W,(3\w) (which is identified with
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(S^\s)) consistîng of restrictions of affine unitary transformations, Le.,
éléments ofU(H) ix H.
Before proving Proposition (2.3.1) we study thé relationship between
éléments of U(H) x H and their restrictions to thé locally closed finitedimensional complex submanifold W. Dénote by B(H) thé algebra of
bounded operators on H. We are using hère thé strong topology on
23(Jf), where a séquence (Pi) of bounded operators converges strongly to
P e B(H) if and oniy if [JP^) - P(rî)\\ -> 0 for every r] e H. In thé strong
topology thé subgroup U(H) c B(H) is a closed subgroup.
LEMMA (2.3.1). — Consider thé restriction map p on U{H) K H
given by p(T) == T\w Then, p is injective. Furthermore, for a séquence (T^)
izi U(H) K H , p(Ti) converges uniformiy on W to p(T), T e U(H) ix H , as
H-valued holomorphic maps if and oniy if for every p e H , Ti(p) converges
to T(p) in H, where thé latter is given thé norm topology.
Proof. — Recall that ^ : F -^ U(H) is irreducible. Let V C H be
thé linear subspace generated by {y{x)(r]} : x e X,r] ç T^(X)}. Then,
V is invariant under ^(F), so that thé topological closure V must be
jFf, by irreducibility. Let V C V be thé linear subspace generated by
{v{x)(r]) : x ç SQ.TJ e T^(So)}, noting that F(So) -==- W. V remains
unchanged if we replace 5o by a slightiy thickened neighborhood B which
is a product neighborhood with base SQ with respect to thé holomorphic
foliation T. In fact, V C H is nothing other than thé linear subspace
generated algebraically by vectors tangent to W. By thé Identity Theorem
for holomorphic functions applied to thé open subset B C X, a vector ^ e H
is orthogonal to V if and oniy if it is orthogonal to V, so that V = H ,
Suppose p(T) = id, where T(p) = U(p) -\-v^ v ç H. Then, U{r]) = T] for any
r] tangent to W at some point. Since V C H is dense, U = id. It follows
that v = 0 and T ^ 0, so that p is injective.
Suppose now ||T^(p) — T(p)\\ —> 0 for every p 6 H. This applies
in particular to p 6 W. Furthermore, for p, q 6 W^ we aiways hâve
\\T{p) - T{q)\\ = ||p - q\\ for any T ç U{H) x H. By thé argument in
thé standard proof of MontePs theorem it follows that p(Ti) converges
uniformiy to p(T) as holomorphic maps, noting that W C H is relatively
compact.
Conversely, suppose p(Ti) converges to p(T) uniformiy as JY-valued
holomorphic maps in W. Write Ti(p) = Ui(p) + ^ and T(p) = U(p) + v.
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For rj tangent to W at some point g, we conclude from Cauchy estimâtes
that \\Ui{r]} - [/(77)[| = \\Q^{h, - h)(q)\\ -> 0. Since V7 = H we hâve
|[ Ui{rf) — U(r])\\ —^ 0 for every r] ç. H. Applying this to one point
rj = p ç W we conclude that ||^ - v\\ -^ 0. Thus, \\Ti(rj) - T(rj)\\ =
\\(Ui(rï) - U(r])) -h (vi - v)\\ —^ 0 for any 77 e H, as desired.
D
Proof of Proposition (2.3.1). — Let G" C Go be thé subset G' =
Go n p((U(H) K ff)) Then, G' contains thé countably infinité subset {^}.
We daim that G' C G is a closed subset. Suppose hi e Go, hi = p(Ti)
and hi converges to h € Go. Writing Ti{p) = Ui{p) + Vi and taking
rj to be any vector tangent to W at some point g, ^(^?) converges to
9rjh(q) in Jf, by Cauchy estimâtes. From V = H in thé notations above
it follows in particular that {Ui(q)} is a convergent séquence in H, so
that Vi = hi(q) — Ui(q) converges in H to some v. Thus Uz\w == ^ — ^
converges uniformiy on IV as ^f-valued holomorphic functions. As explained
this implies that Ui(p) converges in H for each p ç H. Being uniformiy
bounded, thé séquence Ui admits a weak limit L € B(H). Observe that for
q e W, \\Ui(q)—(h(q)—v)\\ —>• 0 while Ui(q) converges to L(q) weakiy. From
uniqueness of weak limits in H it follows that L(q) = h(q) — v^ for q € W.
From V / == H and Cauchy estimâtes we conclude that Uj, converges to L
strongly. Since U(H) C B(H) is closed in thé strong topology, L € U(H).
Write now U for L. We deduce that Tj, ç. U(H) K H converges strongly to
T e U{H) K H defined by T{p) = U(p) +v, so that h(q) = T(q) for q C W,
i.e., h == T\w = p(T), and G' C Go is closed.
We hâve thus obtained a closed pseudogroup G7 C Go. Let G be thé
identity component of G ' . Since a closed pseudogroup of a (real-analytic)
Lie pseudogroup is a (real-analytic) Lie pseudogroup, G is a nontrivial
pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries of (VF, f3\w)'
D
Remarks. — Identifying U(H) K H topologically with U(H) x H ,
where U(H) is endowed thé strong topology and H thé norm topology, thé
topology on U{H) K H is équivalent to thé topology of uniform convergence
on compact subsets of H.
We proceed to consider thé action of F on G and hence on thé Lie
algebra Q of G. We may assume that G contains {Oi}. Recall that :z;o € SQ is

thé base point and F(XQ) = po is thé base point of W. Let 7 € F and Gy be a
smooth pathjoining XQ to ^~l(xo). We may assume that F is an immersion
on a tubular neighborhood N^ of Cy. We choose N^ such that F(N^) C H
is compact. Let 0 C G, of thé form 0 = r|^, T e [/(Jf) K 7:f. Given any
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e > 0, by Lemma (2.3.1) we hâve sup{|]T(p)-p|| : p ç F(Nj)} < e whenever
6 is sufficiently dose to thé identity in G. î(7)-l maps thé germ of W at XQ
to thé germ of Ï^)-1^) := Wy at Ï^-^po). For thé saké of argument
we may assume that F is an embedding on N^, so that F(N^) is a tubular
neighborhood of F(C^). (Otherwise we should think of F(N^) as thé image
of a Riemann domain ^ spread over it and reason similarly.) Note that W
and W^are open subsets of thé F(T^}. If we choose e small enough we
hâve T^^Çpo)) e Wy, while T|^(T,), which maps thé germ of W at po to
thé germ of W at^T(po), must map thé germ of W^ at ^^(po) to thé
germ of Wy at T^^-^po)). This is thé case by thé principle of analytic
continuation. Now $(7) maps W^ back to W, and we hâve obtained an
élément $(7)(9$(7)-1 = $(7)^$(7)-1|^.
Thus, thé nontrivial pseudogroup G of holomorphic isometries of
(W,[3\w) is invariant (as a germ at thé identity map) under conjugation
by ^. It induces therefore a Lie-algebra automorphism 8(7) of thé Lie
algebra Q of G. Obviousiy 9 : F -^ Aut(g) is a group homomorphism,
where Aut(0) is thé group of Lie algebra automorphisms of 5. Thé upshot
is that, whenever (X^,^) is not factorizable, we hâve obtained a finitedimensionâl linear représentation 9. To make use of 9, we need first of ail
to establish that 9 is nontrivial. In fact, we hâve
PROPOSITION (2.3.2). — Let X be a compact Kàhler manifold
with fundamental group F, ^ : F -^ U(H) be an irreducible unitary
représentation on some Hilbert space H such that for every subgroup F7 C F
of finite index, F' does not fix any non-zéro vector in H. Let E<^ be thé
associated locally constant Hilbert bundie on X, v e F(X,^(^)) be a
non-zéro E^-valued d-closed holomorphic 1-form, and v be thé lifting of y
to a ^-equivariant H-valued holomorphic 1-form on X. Let F : X —^ H
be an intégral of v, i.e., dF == ?. Assume that thé associated semiKâhler structure (X^,J=') is not factorizable. Let G C p(U{H) x H) be
thé nontrivial pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries of thé semi-Kâhler
structure (W,(3\w) as described, Q be thé corresponding Lie algebra, and
© : r -> Aut(s) be thé induced représentation as defined. Then, thé image
9(F) C Aut(s) is infinité.
Proof. — Suppose otherwise. Replacing F by a subgroup of finite
index we may assume without loss of generality that 9 is trivial. It follows
that there exists a séquence of éléments ^ e F such that ^(^) converges
on compact subsets of H to id in U(H), $(^) := gj, converges on compact
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subsets O Î H to (id.O) in U(H) x H, g^ ^ (id,0), with thé property that
7^7"1 = ^k for each fc. In other words,
(1)

^9k = ^7 for every

7 ç F.

Fix one g = g^ and write Ï(^)(h) = <S>(-f)(h) + c^ for h ç H. Thé
commutativity 7^ = ^7 translates into
(2f)
(3)

^W{g) = ^W7),
($(7) - 1)^ == ($(^) - l)c^

for every

7 ç F.

Let Ho c H be thé closed proper subspace of vectors fixed by ^(g). By
(2), Ho is invariant under F, contradicting thé irreducibility of H uniess
Ho = 0. In other words, Ker(^) - 1) = 0. Suppose for thé time being
Cg = 0. Then, it follows from (3) that c^ = 0 for every 7 e F. By Lemma
(1.2.1) F is constant, i.e. ? == dF = 0, a contradiction.
We proceed to remove thé assumption Cg = 0. In général, replacing
F by F+c, Cg is changed to Cg + c - <^)c, which vanishes if and oniy if
(^(^) - l)c = <^. Given c?, thé latter équation is not necessarily solvable.
Consider now thé Jf-valued holomorphic function E(x) := (^(g) - l)F{x)
on X. We daim that dE is ^-equivariant, by (2). In fact, for every 7 e F,
E(^x) - (<S>(g) - l)F^x)
4

( )

=^(9)-^W-ï)F(x)+c^
= ^(7)(^) - Wx) + (<S>(g) - 1)^
= WE(x) + (<S>(g) - 1)^.

Thus, £; is an intégral of some p, ç F(X, ^(^)) whose lifting fifoX agrées
with c^. Write d^ = (<S>(g) - l)c^. Then, thé équation (<S>(g) - l)c = dg is
trivially solvable with c = Cg. We hâve
E(-ïx) + Cg = WE(x) + (^(^) - 1)^ + c^
(5)

=

^(7)(^M + ^) + (<^)

- 1)^

- (^(7)

- l)Cg

=^(7)(^)+c^),

by (3). Thus, E + Cg = (<^(g) - 1)F + Cg is a constant vector in H, by
Lemma (1.1.1). Since Ker(^) - 1) = 0, this contradicts with dF = v ^ 0.
Thé proof of Proposition (2.3.2) is complète.
D
(2.4) We hâve thus far established thé alternatives (A) that (X, uj, J=')
is factorizable, and (B) that there is a linear représentation of F with
infinité image in a real Lie group. For alternative (B) let N be thé identity
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component of thé Zariski-closure of 6(r). Dénote by Rad(A^) thé solvable
radical of N. Let F' C F be thé subgroup of finite index which is mapped
into N under 6. If N is not solvable, we obtain by composition a group
homomorphism ô : F' —> 7V/Rad(A^) such that thé image 0(F) is Zariski
dense. By Zuo [Zu] some unramified finite cover of F admits a meromorphic
fibration over a projective manifold of général type.
On thé other hand, if N is solvable, then thé commutator [7V, N] -^ N,
and we obtain by composition a nontrivial représentation 9 : F' —>
N / [ N , N ] into an abelian Lie group. Dénote by X' thé unramified finite
cover corresponding to thé subgroup F' C F of finite index. From thé
existence of a nontrivial abelian représentation of F' we conclude that
thé Albanese map a on X' is nontrivial. By thé work of Ueno [Ue]
on subvarieties of abelian varieties and a generalization to thé compact
Kàhler case by Campana [Ça] we conclude that either thé Albanese map
a : X' —)• Alb(X') is surjective, or ils image a{X') C Alb(X') is a bundie
of isomorphic compact complex tori over a projective variety ZQ of général
type.
Consider first thé case when a : X' —> Alb(X') is surjective. Suppose
a is equidimensional. Then, either a is an isomorphism, or it is a finite map
ramified somewhere. By thé work of Kawamata-Viehweg [KV] on branched
covers of Abelian varieties and its generalization to thé compact Kàhler
case by Campana [Ça], some nonsingular Kàhler modification X of X'
admits a holomorphic fibration over a variety of général type in such a way
that generic fibers are isomorphic compact complex tori. If on thé other
hand a is not equidimensional, then we can form thé leaf space Y of a and
obtain thus a modification ^ : X —^ X' and holomorphic maps r : X —> Y,
f3 : Y —^ Alb(X'), a o ^ = (3 o r, such that r is a holomorphic fibration
and (3 is a finite map onto Alb(X'). When f3 is ramified somewhere we can
return to thé equidimensional case to obtain a meromorphic fibration of Y
and hence of X' over a projective manifold of général type. Otherwise we
hâve a meromorphic fibration of X' over a compact complex torus (which
is actually a holomorphic fibration by Hartogs extension).
When a' : X' —> Alb(X') is not surjective, we hâve a surjective
holomorphic map 0 : X' —> ZQ onto some projective variety ZQ of général
type. Passing to leaf spaces of 0 we obtain a meromorphic fibration over a
nonsingular Kàhler modification Z of some branched cover of ZQ, and Z is
of général type, hence aiso projective.
Summing up, we conclude that
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PROPOSITION (2.4.1). — Let X be a compact Kâhler manifold
admitting a nontrivial holomorphic 1-form v with coefficients twisted
by an irreducible unitary représentation <Ï>. Then, either (A) (X,a;,.7")
is factorizable; or (B) some linramified finite cover X 1 of X admits a
meromorphic fibration over a compact complex torus or a projective
manifold of général type.

For later référence we state thé following resuit pertaining to Case
(B) in thé form of a proposition, as follows.
PROPOSITION (2.4.2). — Let X be a compact Kâhler manifold
whose fundamental group F admits a finite-dimensional linear représentation <I> such that ^(F) is infinité. Then, some unramified finite cover
of X admits a meromorphic fibration over a compact complex torus or a
projective manifold of général type.

(2.5) We consider in this section thé factorizable case, i.e., Case
(A) of Proposition (2.4.1). In this case, there is a nonsingular modification
[i : X —>• X, a compact Kâhler manifold Z and a surjective holomorphic
map a : X —> Z such that thé meromorphic foliation ^F agrées with
thé meromorphic foliation on X defined at generic points by thé fibers of
a. Let £ be thé rank of thé meromorphic distribution T(^F) at a generic
point x of X. Let A C Z be a proper subvariety of Z such that a is a
regular family of connected ^-dimensional compact complex manifoids on
Z — A. Let Ai, • • • , Ap be an enumeration of thé finite number of irreducible
components of A of codimension 1 in Z. For each k there is a Zariski-dense
open subset A^ of Ajç such that (a) A^ is smooth; (b) thé fibers a"1^) for
x ç. A^ are pure ^—dimensional, and (c) crIa-^A') ls a submersion on thé
set of smooth points of (7~1(A^), to be denoted by Reg^'^A^)). Fix any
Afc. Let Zk € A^ and s be a local holomorphic defining function of A^ in a
connected neighborhood W of zjç in A^. Then, thé zéro set of a* s has, say,
rik irreducible components. Replacing A^ by a Zariski-dense open subset
if necesary we may assume that, choosing W to be sufficiently small, each
connected component of thé graph of ^Reg^-^A' nw)) ls tne graph of a
regular holomorphic family of connected complex manifoids over A^ D W.
In particular, o•~l(zk) consists precisely ofnÂ; components for each zjc € A^.
Dénote by m^ thé greatest common divisor of thé multiplicities of thé nk
irreducible components. We say that a has no multiple fibers outside a set
of codimension > 2 if each rrik is equal to 1.
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For thé modification p, : X —>• X, /^ : 7Ti(X) ^ 7Ti(X), so that <1> can
be taken to be defined on 7Ti(X). To simplify notations we will from now on
replace X by X and use T to dénote /^lc(^^), ^ to dénote /^*^, etc. Recall
that thé meromorphic foliation F on X is defined by thé meromorphic
distribution which at a generic point x e X is given by Tx(F) == Ker(;/(a;))
for thé holomorphic 1-form with twisted coefficients v ç. T(X,Çt(E^)\
Write B •.==• c^~ l (A). Consider thé regular family (T\X-B : X — B —> Z — A.
Dénote thé fibers over Z — A by Ez = a~l(z). Ez agrées with thé leaf
Lx of thé holomorphic foliation F\x-B through any point x ç Ez. Fix an
arbitrary ZQ 6 Z — A and a sufficiently small contractible connected open
neighborhood U of ZQ in Z — A. Thé regular family cr|o--i(m : <7~1(^0 ~^ ^
is diffeomorphically trivial, and 7^l(a~ l (£/)) is canonically isomorphic to
TTi {EZQ ) by retraction, taking as base points for both fundamental groups an
arbitrary point XQ on thé fiber Ezo. Recall that TT : X —> X is thé universal
covering map. Let D C X be a connected component oî 7T~1 (a~1 {U)) and
fix a base point XQ ç. D such that 7r(ïo) = ^o- Let A C F == 7Ti(X;a;o)
be thé canonical image of -K^Ez^Xo) m F. Since 71-1 (cr"1^)) ^ 71-1(^0)
canonically, A préserves thé connected fibers ir^ÇEz) n D :== Ez for any
x G l/. Hère E^ agrées with thé leaf Iç of thé holomorphic foliation T\^_Q
through any point x € Ez, where B :== Tr"1^). For any A ç A and x ç. D,
we hâve F(\x) = ^(\)F(x). From thé définition of .77, F is constant on
each Ez == Zç, so that ^(A) must be an affine unitary transformation on
H fixing every point of thé image of F(D). Since thé topological closure
of thé linear span of F(D) contains thé image of y{z) for each z G D
and <I> is irreducible, we conclude that F{D) spans H topologically. As a
conséquence, $|A = id. We note further thé following well-known fact.
LEMMA (2.5.1). — A c F i s a normal subgroup.

Proof. — Recall that thé meromorphic foliation T is invariant under
F. On thé other hand, for any A ç A and any z G U, \{Ez) = Ez. Since
any leaf of T\^_^ can be joined to a leaf contained in D by a continuous
one-parameter family of leaves it follows that A actually préserves each leaf
of y\^_p>- As a conséquence, for any 7 6 F , \(^(Ëz)) = ^(Ëz) and thus
7-1A(7(£^)) = Ez, showing that 7~1A7 e A. In other words, A C F is a
normal subgroup, as asserted.
D
Remârks. — Recall that a nonsingular modification of a complex
manifold induces an isomorphism on fundamental groups. Lemma (2.5.1)
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can thus be formulated without passing to a modification X of X. For thé
factorizable semi-Kàhler structure (X, a;, .F, V) let L be a generic leaf of
^x-v- Then, A can be defined as thé image of thé fundamental group
71-1 (L) for thé topological closure of L of L in X.
-^
Let p : X —> X be thé Galois cover corresponding to thé normal
subgroup A C F = 71-1 (X). Then, thé quotient group 9 := F/A acts as a
group of covering transformations of X over X acting transitively on thé
fibers p~l(x) for any x € X. We may write X = X /O. Since <I>|A = id thé
primitive F : X —> H of thé ^-closed holomorphic 1-form v with twisted
^
^
coefficients descends to F : X —> H.
^
Consider thé composite map a o p : X —> Z. Thé generic fiber
of a o p is a countably infinité union of compact complex submanifolds.
-^Denote by E an irreducible component of some generic fiber and let Z
be thé normalization of thé irreducible component of thé Barlet space of
X whose generic point is thé élément [E] corresponding to thé compact
analytic cycle E. Any covering transformation 0 ç G induces in a canonical
way a biholomorphic automorphism of Z . Since X = X /6 and Z is a
cycle space on X , as expected we hâve
3^

-li.

-U.

-u.

LEMMA (2.5.2). — ô acts properly discontinuousiy on Z . Furthermore, Z / Q is compact.
Proof. — Thé lemma requires some justification since thé canonical
^
#
map X —> Z is oniy meromorphic. To prove thé lemma let K be a
compact subset of X such that IJ^çe ^^ = -^ • ^e^ Q ^ Z be thé
set of>^ ail cycles
-^ belonging to Z having non-empty intersection with K
and K C X be thé union of such cycles. Then, from thé constancy of
volumes of cycles belonging to Z with respect to some Kàhler metric on
X invariant under Q it follows that both Q and K are compact. Clearly
U^çe ^Q = ^ ' J • e •' ^ /® ls comPac^• Moreover, there exist oniy a finite
number of 0 e G such that OK H K ^ 0, from which it follows that there
exist oniy a finite number of 0 ç. 0 such that 6Q D Q 7^ 0. In other words,
9 acts properly discontinuousiy on Z .
-u.

-u.

.4L

/-^

-u.

Write ^ := p ~ ' l ( B ) for thé Galois cover p : X* -> X. Let W C Z^
#
#
be thé Zariski-dense open subset consisting of cycles lying inside X — B .
Note that we hâve a canonical map X — B —> W ^ as a regular family
of compact Kàhler manifoids over W. This canonical map oniy extends
to a meromorphic map X —> Z . By Lemma (2.5.2) Q == F/A acts
4^
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4^

properly discontinuousiy on Z . From thé construction, for z ç. Z — A , each
nontrivial 0 ç. Q permutes connectée! components of (<r o p)"1^) without
fixing any component, so that thé action of Q on W is free from fixed
points, in such a way that thé canonical map ^po : W —> Z — A descends to
a biholomorphism W/Q ^ Z — A. We hâve
LEMMA (2.5.3). — Thé canonical holomorphic map ^po : W ^—> Z—A
extends holomorphicâliy to a Q-invâriânt holomorphic map (p : Z —> Z.
Proof. — Since Z is normal and (p : W —> Z — A is ô-invariant to
prove thé lemma it suffices to show that y?o extends to a continuous map
on Z . Let [C] ç. Z be an élément corresponding to a compact analytic
cycle C on X . Thé set-theoretic image p(C) is then projected under thé
holomorphic fibration 0 : X —>• Z to a unique point, since it is thé case for
a dense open subset W C Z . This demies
an extension (p : Z —> Z. Since
il
convergence in thé space of cycles Z implies convergence as subvarieties
and <T is holomorphic (hence continuous), (p is continuous, as desired. D
Since (p : Z —> Z is ©-invariant we hâve obtained a holomorphic
map r : Z /Q —> Z which maps thé Zariski-dense open set W/Q C Z / Q
onto Z — A . In other words, r is a modification. Recall that thé primitive
F : X -^ H of v descends to F* : X* -> H. Since F* : X* -^ H is
constant on thé support of each cycle [C] belonging to Z , it descends to
a continuous map G : Z —> H which is holomorphic on thé Zariski-dense
open subset W C Z . Since Z is normal, G is holomorphic.
n

-U:

-u.

-4^

-4t_

As <I>|A = id, $ induces a représentation <Ï> : Q = F/A —> U(H)^
and <î> induces a représentation <Ï> : 9 = F/A —^ U(H) K H such that
^~
i^
G{6z) = ^o(G(z)) for any 0 ç 6. Assume now that 6 acts on Z without
fixed points. Let a : Z\ —> Z /Q be a nonsingular Kàhler modification.
Since û^ : 7Ti(Zi) —> ^\{Z /9) is surjective and (r o a)^ : TTi(Zi) —^ ^(Z)
is an isomorphism, a* is actually an isomorphism. Let Z1 be thé normal
cover of Z\ corresponding to thé normal subgroup A C ^(Z) ^ 71-1(^1).
G : Z* —^ H lifts to G' : Z ' -> H , in such a way that it satisfies thé
transformation ruie G'{Qz'} = ^(^(G'O')) for any Q e 6 and any z ' e Z'.
We hâve readily thé following intermediate resuit.
PROPOSITION (2.5.1). — Let X be à compact Kàhler manifold
admitting a nontrivial holomorphic 1-form v with coefficients twisted by
an irreducible unitary représentation <î> : r := 7Ti(X) —> U(H) on a Hilbert
space H. Suppose thé semi-Kàhler structure (X, ci;, .^', V) defined by v îs
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fâctorizable. Dénote by L a generic leaf on X — V and L its topological
closure in X. Suppose for thé image A ofTTi (L) in TTI (X), thé quotient group
Q := F/A is residually finite. Then, replacing X by some unramified finite
cover if necessary, some nonsingular Kàhler modification X of X admits a
holomorphic fibration a : X —> Z onto a compact Kàhler manifold Z and
there exists a représentation ^ : TT-^ÇZ) —> U(H) such that ^(7) = ^(a*(7))
for every 7 ç F. Furthermore, there exists a holomorphic 1-form K on Z
with coefficients twisted by ^ such that v == <7*K,.
-u.

Proof. — Suppose for thé time being that 6 acts on Z without
fixed points. In what follows we identify TTi(Zi) with 7Ti(Z) canonically.
For some nonsingular Kàhler modification X of X, we hâve a holomorphic
fibration a\ : X —> Z\. In what follows X will stand for X. Define now
^ : TTi(Zi) —> U(H) by ^ = $ o 6 for thé canonical homomorphism
6 : TTi(Zi) —> 0. Let (3 : X —> Z1 be thé canonical map induced by a.
Recall thé holomorphic map G' : Z ' —^ H defined before which satisfies
G' o f3 = F. Then dG' is an Jf-valued holomorphic 1-form on Z ' which is
thé lifting H of a holomorphic 1-form K, ç r(Zi, fl,(E\s/)). We now take Z in
thé proposition to be Z\, and a to be <j\. From G' o f3 = F it follows that
i/ = a*^, as desired.
Consider now thé général case when © may act on Z ' with fixed
points. Since 0 acts properly discontinuousiy on Z ' and Z == Z ' / Q is
compact, éléments of finite order in G break into at most a finite number
of conjugacy classes, with représentatives ô\ = id,^?* • '^mi say. By
assumption 0 is residually finite. Let now Go C 0 be a subgroup of finite
index such that 0^^ ••', 6m ^ ©o- Replacing ©o by thé intersection of7Qo7~ 1
for a full set of représentatives 7 of thé finite coset space 6/9o, we may
assume without loss of generality that ©o C 9 is a normal subgroup. Then,
©o does not contain any nontrivial éléments of finite order. Let Fo C F
be thé normal subgroup of finite index which is ç'^Qo) for thé quotient
homomorphism q : F —^ ©. Then, replacing X by thé unramified finite cover
corresponding to Fo, © by ©o and Z by a nonsingular Kàhler modification
of Z /©o, we are back to thé case where © acts on Z without fixed points.
Thé proof of Proposition (2.5.1) is complète.
D
Remarks. — Thé procédure for getting factorization theorems by
passing to torsion-iree subgroups of finite index is well-known. This was
for instance used in Kollàr ([Ko], Theorem 4.5) in relation to Shafarevich
maps for projective manifoids with residually finite fundamental groups. As
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any finitely generated matrix group is residually finite, there is no difficulty
in finding suitable torsion-free subgroups of finite index in thé context of
fibration theorems arising from finite-dimensional représentations, (cf. Zuo
[Zu], Theorem 1).
We note further thé following topological fact on Z .
LEMMA (2.5.4). — Thé cycle space Z

is simply connected.

M-

Proof. — Let a : P —> X be a nonsingular modification such that
#
#
thé canonical meromorphic map X —>• Z lifts to a holomorphic map
h : P —>• Z . Note that a* : 7i-i(P) ^ 7Ti(X ) ^ A. Since A is a surjective
proper holomorphic map with connected fibers, h^ : 7Ti(P) —>• 7Ti(Z
) is
-usurjective. On thé other hand, for a generic fiber E of h : P —^ Z , thé
canonical homomorphism T^\{E) —> 7Ti(P) ^ A is an isomorphism, so that
/i^(7Ti(P)) = {1}. Thus, 7Ti(Z ) = {1}, i.e., Z is simply connected, as
desired.
D
(2.6) When 9 acts on Z with fixed points, thé holomorphic 1form with twisted coefficients v € r(X,^(i^>)) may not descend to
a holomorphic 1-form with twisted coefficients. Even thé représentation
<Ï> : F —> U(H) may not descend. Recall in thé notations of thé first
paragraph of (2.5) that (T\X-B '- X — B —> Z — A is a regular family
of compact Kàhler manifoids and that Ai, • • • , Ap is an enumeration of
thé finite number of irreducible components of A of codimension 1 in
Z. Let <I>i : 7Ti(X — B) —> U(H) be thé unitary représentation defined
by <Ï>i = <I> o ^, where ^ : 7Ti(X — B) —> 7Ti(X) == F is thé canonical
homomorphism, which is surjective. Then, <î>i descends to a représentation
^i : TTi(Z-A) —^ U(H), and V\X-B € r(X-J9,^(^J) descends to some
holomorphic 1-form with twisted coefficients ^ e T(Z — A,fî(^J). Thé
fundamental group 7Ti(Z — A) is generated by 7Ti(Z) and a finite number of
fundamental loops ci, • • - , €p, where each e^, 1 ^ k ^ p, wraps around thé
divisor A^.
Fix fc, 1 ^ k ^ p. Let 2?^i, • • - ^ B k n k De ^h6 irreducible components of a'^Afc). Let zjc € Afe be a generic smooth point and (^;w),
w == (ici, • • • ,Ws-i), be a System of holomorphic local coordinates on a
neighborhood Uk of Zfe such that A^ n Ujç is thé zero-divisor of z. Let
Xk.e. € Pfe^î 1 ^ ^ ^ nfc, be generic smooth points on B^^. Suppose a^z
vanishes at Xk,e to thé order qk^. Let Çk^ be a holomorphic function on
a sufficiently small contractible coordinate neighborhood Vk,(. of Xk^ such
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that C^Y == ^*^ Writing w for cr*w we may assume that (Q^;w) constitutes a System of holomorphic local coordinates on a holomorphic crosssection Sk ? a of Vk^ at .z-fc t with respect to thé foliation î-', which is holo'
'
?^
morphic at X k ^ ' Recall thé regular covering p : X —^X corresponding to
thé normal subgroup A C F and 9 = F/A. Let W^^ C X be a connected
component of p"1^,^)- Write C, = <^. Use aiso (Ç',w) as holomorphic
coordinates on Wje^ and complète them to a System of holomorphic local
coordinates (C; w'), w = (wi, • • • , Wn-i) by adding holomorphic fiber coordinates (wsf ' • ' i w^-i) for thé holomorphic foliation 7 \w^ ni where T is
thé lifting of F to X*. Recall that $ : 6 -> U(H) resp. f : 6 -> U(H) ix 7:f
are induced by <1> : F —^ <7(^) and <Ï> : F —> U(H) x H. There is a canonical élément 0^ € 9 such that F^{e^^w') = $(6^)F^{^w'). We
hâve ^Y = id. In relation to thé représentation ^i : 71-1 (Z — A) —» î7(Jy')
and thé associated représentation ^i : 7Ti(Z — A) —^ U(H) ^ H we hâve
1>((9^) === $i(efc). It follows that ^(e^) == id, where m^ dénotes thé
multiplicity of thé fiber a"1^), which is thé greatest common divisor of
(çA;,:b'"^,nfc)- As a conséquence, if m/c = 1 for ail A;, 1 ^ A; ^ p, i.e.,
if there exist no multiple fibers of a : X —> Z outside a subvariety of
codimension ^ 2, then ^(e^) = id for each k. Since thé kernel of thé
canonical homomorphism T : 7Ti(Z — A) —> 7ri(Z) is generated as a normal subgroup by ei, • • • , e?, thé homomorphism ^i : TT-^ÇZ — A) —)• U(H)
descends to ^ : 7Ti(Z) —> U(H), and $1 : 71-1 (Z - A) -^ î7(J:f) descends to
$ : 7Ti(Z) ^ Î7(^) K iif. Recall that we hâve ç e F(Z - A.^(E^J), such
that cr*^ = ^|x-B- Thé locally constant bundie E\s,^ of Hilbert spaces on
Z — A extends to thé locally constant bundie E^ on Z. We daim that ^ extends to a holomorphic section in F(Z, ^(^^)), as follows. ç\Uk-Ak ls now
a holomorphic section of thé trivial bundie E\s,\Uk over Uk — A^. Take any
£, 1 ^ £ ^ nfe? then ^I^^-B^^ = ^'^l-s'fc^-B^-111 terms ofthe holomorphic
coordinates (z; w) on Uk and (^; w) on 5^, writing ^ for ^^, q for ç^, we
hâve z == ^9, d^ == (îÇq~ldÇ<, i.e., d^ = -1 ^i (where 2:^ means some choice
Z

9

of thé ç-th root for ^ 7^ 0). It follows in particular that absolute values of
each coefficient oî^\Uk-Ak can hâve at worst a fractional pôle order (strictiy
less than 1). As a conséquence, f^\u^-Ak extends holomorphically to U^ for
each k^ 1 ^ k ^ n/c- By Hartogs extension ç extends holomorphically to Z,
and we will write ^ ç F(Z, E^).
In général it is difficult to remove multiple fibers by passing to an
unramified finite cover of X. Note that even when there are multiple fibers
it may happen that v vanishes on thé divisors Bk i to thé right orders so
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that v descends to Z. As explained in (2.5) to show that v descends to Z
it is enough that 9 acts on Z without fixed points. In this case thé realanalytic semi-Kàhler form uj on X descends to a real-analytic semi-Kàhler
form on Z which is positive-definite on a Zariski-dense open subset. When
there are multiple fibers we can a priori oniy assert that thé semi-Kàhler
form UJ\X-B descends to a semi-Kàhler form ùJ on Z — A, positive-definite
on a Zariski-dense open subset, and that cJ771 extends to Z as a singular
Hermitian metric on thé inverse of Kz ^ [D] for some effective Q-divisor
D on Z. More precisely, we hâve
-u-

PROPOSITION (2.6.1). — Let X béa compact Kâhler manifold with
fundamental group T. Let ^ : F —> U(H) be a unitary représentation
on a Hilbert space H. Suppose there exists a nontrivial holomorphic 1form v (= r(X,^2(£$)) with twisted coefficients and that thé semi-Kàhler
structure (X.a^.T7) defined by v is factorizable. Let a : X —> Z be a
holomorphic fibration onto a compact Kâhler manifold Z whose relative
tangent bundie agrées with T', replacing X by some nonsingular Kâhler
modification if necessary. Let A C Z be thé smallest subvariety of Z
such that a\x-B ' X — B —> Z — A is a regular family of compact
Kâhler manifoids for B = a~l(A). Then thé semi-Kàhler form UJ\X-B
on X descends to a semi-Kàhler form o7 on Z — A. Let Ai, • • • ,Ap be
an enumeration of ail irreducible components of A of codimension 1. For
1 ^ k ^ p write m^ for thé multiplicity of thé fiber over a generic point of
m^—l

mp—1

Afc. Let [D] dénote thé Q-divisor Une bundie [Ai] m! 0 • • • 0 [Ap] ^ .
Then thé volume form ùJ5, s = dimc Z, extends to Z as a singular Hermitian
metric of nonpositive curvature in thé generalized sensé on (Kz ^>[D])~1.
Remarks. — We call thé support of [D] thé multiplicity locus of
thé fibration a : X —> Z. For thé Q-divisor line bundie [P], thé formai
tensor power [DY for some positive integer r is a diviser line bundie. To
say that h is a (singular) Hermitian metric on (Kz 0 [^])~1 we mean
that formally h7' is a (singular) Hermitian metric on thé holomorphic line
bundie (Kz 0 [D])"7'. Thé précise form of [D] m thé proposition, with
explicit exponents, will actually not be used in thé sequel, except for thé
fact that thé exponents are less than 1.
Proof. — Recall that in thé notations of preceding paragraphs we
hâve dÇ == 1 ^fi , where (z\w) are holomorphic local coordinates at
Z

9

Zk € A/c and (<^; w) are holomorphic local coordinates at Xk,^ € B^^ for a
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local holomorphic section Sk,e ^ ^k,i of thé fibration a : X —> Z. Suppose
^^(^A;) is irreducible. Then, mk = g. In this case thé volume form ù7 is
of thé form \ z \ 5 . a ' ï^dz A dz A dw1 A dw1 A • • • A dws~l A dws~l^
where, for some positive integer ^, o^ is of thé form ^ |/j|2 for a possibly
infinité séquence of holomorphic functions fj such that (/i, • • • , /j, • • •) is
defined and square-integrable on some neighborhood of Zk- This implies in
particular that uJ extends across Zk to give a singular Hermitian metric h on
(Kz ^ [Ak] q )~~ 1 and that h is of nonpositive curvature in thé generalized
sensé at Zk'
It remains to consider thé case when there are rik > 1 irreducible
components, in which case mk is thé common divisor of çj^i, • • • , qk,nk ' ^lx
any ê, 1 ^ £ ^ rik, and write < = Çk^.q = Çfe,^ = °k^^ = ^,m = mfc.
In thé coordinates (Cî^/) we may take H^^ to be thé unit polydisk A"^
and Sk,£ to be A5 x {0}. Recall that ?((9) = ^(e^F^e^^w') =
^(^F^^^w'). Since 11(6^) = $l(e m ) = id we hâve F^e^C^') =
F (Ç.w'). Expanding in power séries this forces F (C^Q = ^(^^O for
^ ^ ^gm Restricting to 5'fc^ ^ A5 this means that for h : A5 —^ A5 given
by h(^w) = (C9771?^7)? ^IA^ = ^*^ foi' some holomorphic 1-form A on A8.
Since z = T^ we are back to thé situation treated at thé beginning of
thé proof, giving thé exponent m^~l for thé divisor Une bundie [Afc], as
desired.
D

3. Fibration via thé semi-Kâhler structure arising
from thé Ricci form.
(3.1) To prove Theorem 1 it remains to consider thé base manifold
Z in thé case (A) of Proposition (2.4.1), where (X,UJ,F) is factorizable. To
streamiine thé présentation we make first of ail thé simplifying assumption
that
-y.

(f) in thé statement of Proposition (2.5.2), ô acts on Z
points.

without fixed
-u-

In this case we take Z\ to be a nonsingular modification of Z and replace Z
by Z\ for thé purpose of proving Theorem 1. By thé simplifying assumption
(f) we hâve by Proposition (2.5.1) a représentation ^ : 7Ti(Z) —>• U(H) such
that $ = cr*^, and a holomorphic 1-form K, € r(Z,0(F^)) with twisted
coefficients such that a*/î = y.
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To avoid introducing new notations in place of writing Z,^,^ etc.,
we will write X, <t>, v etc with thé additional assumption that at a generic
point? 6 X, v(p) ç. Çlp(E<s>) ^ ïlom(Tp(X), H) is of maximal rank. In other
words, F : X —> H is a holomorphic immersion at a generic point, where
dF = î/. Under this assumption we proceed to prove that some unramified
finite cover of X can be meromorphically fibered over a compact complex
torus or a projective manifold of général type. In this case, following Mok
([Ml], [M4]), we will consider a second semi-Kàhler structure arising from
thé Ricci form of û = F* (3 for thé Kàhler form /? of thé Euclidean metric
on H. Note that uj is thé semi-Kàhler form on X whose lifting to X is û.
By assumption, thé semi-Kàhler form uj on X is positive-definite
outside a complex-analytic subvariety £', consisting of points p where
i^{p) € îîp(^) ^ Hom(Tp(X),E) fails to be of rank n. Writing F =
(/i5 /2? • • • , fk^ • • •) m terms of an orthonormal basis (e^) of H, thé volume
form of (X, uj) is given by

^(^s9/^)
n

1

=

00

(^î)" EW-i A • • • A ^JA W ^ A . . . A 9 / , J ,

where ^ is thé summation over ((TI, ... ,<7yi) satisfying 1 ^ ai < a^ <
- • • < (Tn- Dénote by 1 thé set of such n-tuples a = (ai,..., cr^). Thé n-th
exterior product f^H oî H is in a natural way a pre-Hilbert space. Dénote
by H/ thé completion of ^H with respect to thé inner product derived
from H. Define g : X —-> P(H[') by g = [gcr]açiî where each ga is given by
Qf^ A • • • A Qf^ == g^dÇ1 A . • . A dC71,

(Ci? • • • î Cn) being local holomorphic coordinates on X, [gaW]açi serving
as homogeneous coordinates of a point in thé possibly infinite-dimensional
projective space P^') whenever v{x) is of rank n. Then, thé Ricci form p
of (X,<5) is given by

p=-^89\og^g^)
açl

on X — E^ E being thé lifting of E to X. We note that (^o-(^))<Tez is of
class L2 since v(x) = E ^ i ^jdÇ,3, with ^ = E?j,A;eA;, where (vj,k)k^i is of
class L2 and hence of class L271. Furthermore, —p agrées on X — E with thé
pull-back of thé canonical Fubini-Study metric 0 on thé infinite-dimensional
projective space P(H['), where H ' is thé Hilbert space as defined. Suppose
p is everywhere degenerate on X — E, i.e., p"- = 0. Since p ^ 0, from thé
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Darboux Lemma thé distribution Ker(J9) is integrable on thé open set where
pis of maximal rank. Thé formula for psays that thé leaves of Ker(jo) agrée
with connected components oflevel sets ofp. Thus, thé level sets oî g define
a meromorphic foliation 8 on X compatible with (X, —p), when — p ^ 0 is
considered a semi-Kàhler metric. In other words, (X, —p, £) defines a semiKàhler structure on X. From thé définition it is clear that thé semi-Kàhler
structure is invariant under thé action of F = TT^(X) on X. It descends to
a semi-Kàhler structure (X, —p, £) on X which is thé main object of study
of this section. We will maintain thé simplifying assumption (f).
(3.2) In Mok ([M4], (3.4)) we studied (X, -p,£) in thé case of
finite-dimensional unitary représentations (for thé purpose of proving a
generalized Casteinuovo-de Franchis theorem). In thé notations of thé
présent article we considered a divergent séquence (7^) in F inducing germs
of holomorphic isometries ai of (5, —p\s) belonging to G and converging to
thé identity. Thé proof there that (X, —p, £) is factorizable proceeded by
argument by contradiction. It consisted of showing under thé assumption
that (X, — p ^ £ ) is not factorizable that (i) thé séquence ^(7^) G U(r) ix C^
is discrète and (ii) that discreteness of ^(7^) implies thé pseudo-invariance
of F(X) under a 1-parameter group of Euclidean translations. When H is
allowed to be infinite-dimensional we cannot expect to prove discreteness
of $(F) C U(H) K H, as illustrated by thé example of Mok ([M4], (3.5))
arising from irreducible compact quotients X of thé bidisk. Instead we are
going to establish thé alternatives (A) that (X, —p, £) is factorizable; (B)
that F admits a finite-dimensional représentation with infinité image and
(C) that F(X) is pseudo-invariant under a 1-parameter group of Euclidean
translations. (By "alternatives" we mean an exhaustive list of possible cases
which are not necessarily mutually exclusive.) In ail cases we will obtain
meromorphic fibrations of X after passing to an unramified finite cover if
necessary.
Let (X,—p,£) be as in (3.1) and assume that (X,—p,<^) is not
factorizable. By Proposition (1.2.1) there exists a local holomorphic section
(S, —p\s) of (^ —P^)? S °f dimension m < n, together with a nontrivial
pseudogroup G of germs of holomorphic isometries at XQ e 5'. Recall
that thé meromorphic foliation £ on X is induced by a meromorphic map
g : X —-> P(IH['), where TT : X —> X is thé universal cover. We may choose
S such that S := Tr"1^) is a disjoint union of connected components 7S'o,
7 G F, such that TT\SQ ' So —> S is a biholomorphism. We may aiso assume
that g\so is holomorphic and is a biholomorphism onto its image V = g(So).
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We will sometimes identify (5', —p\s)^ with (V, 0\y). ^> : F —> U(H) induces
a représentation ^' : F -^ ^(^/) and hence [^'] : F -^ PU(IHI'). By thé
same argument as m (2.2), we hâve
PROPOSITION (3.2.1). — Suppose {X,-p,£) îs not factorizable.
Then, there exists a divergent séquence 7^ of éléments ofF such thât under
thé identification of {S^p\s) with (V,0\v), thé séquence ai = [^'(7z)] €
P^') lies on thé pseudogroup G of germs of holomorphic isometries (at
some base point) and converges to thé identity.
Consider now ^(7^) G U(H) K H. We may assume that S is disjoint
from thé exceptional set E C X. Replacing S by some sufficiently small
relatively compact open subset containing thé base point, there exist n—m
linearly independent Jï-valued holomorphic vector fieids 0:1,..., On on SQ
such that at x ç. SQ thé leafoff at x is mapped into thé affine (n-m)-plane
on H given by
{F(x) + tiai(;K) + • • • + tn-mOLn-m{x) : t^ . . . , tn-m C C} := ^.

Define h : SQ x Cl?<-> -^ H by h(x;t^,... ,tn-m) = F{x) 4- t^Çx) + ... +
tn—m^n—m^)'

Regarding ^(7^) G U(H) ix H there are two alternatives: (a) that
($(7^)) constitutes a bounded séquence in U(H) K H\ (b) that replacing
<Ï>(7^) by a subsequence ifnecessary and writing ^(7^)(p) = Ui(p) +^ with
Ui G U(H) and rfi ç iif, thé norms |[^|| diverge to infinity.
Recall that {X^uj) is positive-definite outside a proper complexanalytic subvariety E. We may aiso consider {X^uS} as a semi-Kàhler
structure with thé trivial 0-dimensional distribution. A local cross-section
then simply means (iy,û;|^), where W is a nonempty connected open
subset of X on which LJ is positive-definite. With this understanding and
in thé language of (1.2) under alternative (a) we proceed to establish
PROPOSITION (3.2.2). — Assume that (^(7^)) constitutes a bounded
séquence in U(H) K H. Then, (X^uj) admits a nontrivial pseudogroup of
holomorphic isometries which are restrictions of affine unitary transformations on H. As a conséquence, F admits a finite-dimensional linear représentation with infinité image.
Proof. —

We hâve

F(^x) = Ï(-Yi)F{x) = Ui(F(x)) + rji = hÇa^ t^{x),.... tn-^)),
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where a, are germs at a base point XQ of holomorphic isometries of
(-So, ~p\So)' Without loss of generality we assume hère that o'i are defined
on some neighborhood of SQ with images in some local cross-section S'o
which contain 5'o as a relatively compact subset. Consider Qi : SQ —> SQ x
C^^ given by Oi{x) = (a^);^(o1),... ,tn-m,i(x)). By thé hypothesis
(Gî) constitutes a uniformiy bounded séquence of holomorphic maps.
From this it follows that {^(^i)\F(So)} ls a relatively compact set of
holomorphic maps. Thé same applies to a slight thickening W of SQ given
by thé image under F of {(a^i,... ,tn-m) : x ç SQ; |^|,..., \tn-m\ < e}
for some sufficiently small e > 0. Passing to a subsequence ^(^{w
converge uniformiy to a biholomorphism y? of W onto ils image. It follows
that there exists a divergent séquence of éléments u,k such that <S>(fjLk)\w
converges to thé identity map. One can take /^ to be of thé form u,k =
7^)7j(fe)î with î(k)^j(k) diverging to infinity and suitably chosen so that
for £k ''= sup{||<î>(/^;)(p) — p|| ' P € ^}î ^k decreases monotonically to
0. Thé upshot is that thé Kàhler manifold (iy,/3|v^) admits a nontrivial
pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries which are restrictions of affine
unitary transformations of Jf, noting that F*f3 = uj. By thé argument
of Proposition (2.3.1), T admits a finite-dimensional linear représentation
with infinité image, as desired.
D
For thé alternative (b) regarding thé séquence ^("/i) € U(H) K H we
proceed to establish
PROPOSITION (3.2.3). — Assume that writmg^(^i)(p) = L^(p)+^
with Ui ç. U{H) and ^ ç H, thé norm ||^[[ diverges to mfînity. Let
WQ C X—E such that F is a holomorphic embedding ofsome neighborhood
ofWo into H. Then thé locally closed subvariety F(Wo) is pseudo-invariant
under a 1-parameter group ofEuclidean translations.
Proof. —

Recall that

F^x) = Ï^i)(F(x)) = Ui(F(x)) + 77, = h(ai(x)', t^(x),.... ^-^(rr)).
Hence for any x € So, Ui(F(x)) + rji lies on thé affine (n — m)-plane
Hy^ where yi = F(cfi(x)). Consider thé unit vector ^ := (Ui{F(x)) -I^ - Vi)/\\(Ui(F(x)) 4- rji - yi)\\, which is tangent to 11^ at yi. Since
{Hy : y € F(Wo)} constitutes a holomorphic (hence continuous) family
of affine (n — m)-planes, ^ must converge strongly to a unit vector
il}F{x) a^ F{x) tangent to ]Ipç^\. Since {yi} is uniformiy bounded, and Ui
préserves lengths, while |[^|| diverges to infinity, it follows that ^/||7^||
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converges strongly to thé unit vector ^ p ( x ) ' But then this shows that
^FÇx) ls a constant vector, independent of x. In other words, F(WQ) is
pseudo-invariant under a 1-parameter group of Euclidean translations, as
desired.
D
(3.3) For thé semi-Kàhler structure (X, —p, £) assuming that thé
meromorphic distribution £ is nontrivial by Propositions (3.2.1) and (3.2.2)
we hâve now established thé alternatives (A) that (X, —p, E) is factorizable;
(B) that F admits a finite-dimensional linear représentation with infinité
image; and (C) that F(X) is pseudo-invariant under a 1-parameter group
of Euclidean translations.
Consider thé alternative (A) that (X, —p, <?) is factorizable. Let L be
a generic leaf of S on X — E. L is of dimension n — m. By assumption,
L C X — E is closed, and thé topological closure L C X is a complexanalytic subvariety. Dénote by TT-^ thé image of 7Ti(L) in T == 7Ti(X). Let
A be a connected component of thé lifting of L and x be a generic smooth
point of A. Then, thé holomorphic map F : X —> H sends A into an
affine (n — m)-plane îly, where y = f(x). ^(TT^) C U(H) x H consists of
affine unitary transformations preserving lïy and inducing isometries on lïy.
Write Hy = y-\-Py^ where Py C H is an (n-m)-dimensional linear subspace.
Then ^(TT-^) is conjugale (by thé translation by —y) to a subgroup Qy of
U{Py) ix Py. If Qy is ïiot discrète, as in thé proof of Proposition (3.2.1) we
can obtain a nontrivial pseudogroup of holomorphic isometries of (X, —p),
leading to alternative (B). From thé Maximum Principle for holomorphic
functions it follows that Oy is infinité. If Qy is discrète then some subgroup
of finite index consists entirely of translations. For leaves L1 sufficiently
close to L and hence leaves A' sufficiently close to A, TT-^/ are in a canonical
way identical subgroups of F. We hâve thus obtained in particular an affine
unitary transformation T = ^(7) on H, for some 7 € ^(^r)' suc^ tnat
<t>(7) induces a nontrivial translation on each lïy' for y ' sufficiently close
to y on F(X). In thé notations of thé proof of Proposition (3.2.3), taking
7^ == 7^ so that ^(7%) = T\ we obtain vectors r]i with norms diverging
to infinity, such that thé unit vector ?7i/||^|| converges strongly to a unit
vector ^ tangent to each IIy/. From this we deduce that F(X) is pseudoinvariant under a 1-parameter group of Euclidean translations, leading to

alternative (C).
It remains therefore to consider thé alternatives (B) and (C). In case
of alternative (B), by Proposition (2.4.2) some unramified finite cover of
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X admits a meromorphic fibration over a compact complex torus or over
a projective manifold of général type. In thé case of alternative (C), F(X)
is pseudo-invariant under a nontrivial finite-dimensional vector subspace
HO C H. Take HQ to be thé maximal vector subspace with this property.
For a vector ^ e H dénote by T^ thé Euclidean translation given by
T^{p) = p4-$. For any ^ e Ho and any 7 e F, $(7)r^$(7)-1 is a Euclidean
translation T^, 77 == ^(^S^)? which leaves jP(X) pseudo-invariant. More
precisely, we hâve
$(7) (x) = $(7);r+c^
$(7)~1^) = ^(7)-^ - ^(7)~1^
^r^)-1^) = $(7)(^(7)-l;r - ^(7)~1^ + 0 + ^
= X - C^ + ^(7)^ + <^7 = ^ + ^(7)$.

In other words, Ho C H is invariant under thé action of ^(F),
contradicting with thé irreducibility of <î> : F —^ U(H), uniess of course
-HO = ^- Since ^(X) is pseudo-invariant under ail translations on H, thé
latter must be m-dimensional for some m, 1 ^ m ^ n. Thé subgroup ^(F) C
[/(Jï) ^ U(m) is either infinité or finite. In thé former case by Proposition
(2.4.1), some unramified finite cover of X can be meromorphically fibered
over a compact complex torus or a projective manifold of général type.
In thé latter case passing to some unramified finite cover we may take <I>
to be thé trivial représentation (which is no longer irreducible if m ^ 2).
Then, using thé Albanese map as in (2.4) some finite cover of X admits a
meromorphic fibration over a compact complex torus or over a projective
manifold of général type.
PROPOSITION (3.3.1). — Let X béa compact Kahler manifold with
fundamental group r. Let <Ï> : P —> U(H) be a unitary représentation ofï
into a Hilbert space for which there existe a nontrivial holomorphic 1-form
y e r(X, ^(£^>)) with coefficients twisted by $ such that v{p) e ^p(^) ^
Hom(rp(X), H) is of maximal rank at a generic point p e X. Then, some
unramified finite cover of X can be meromorphically fibered over a compact
complex torus or a projective manifold of général type.
Proof. — Assuming that thé meromorphic distribution £ is nontrivial we hâve proven that in ail circumstances some unramified finite cover
of X admits a meromorphic fibration such that thé base manifold Z is
either a compact complex torus or a projective manifold of thé général
type. If on thé other hand thé meromorphic distribution £ is trivial, then
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thé semi-Kàhler metric uj on X is of strictiy négative Ricci curvature at
generic points. It remains to prove that X must itself be of général type
in this case. This follows aiready from thé arguments of Mok [Ml] basing
on an easy case of thé Grauert-Riemennschneider Conjecture as given in
Siu [Si]. Alternatively one can aiso show this using Z^-estimates of 9, as
follows. Thé volume form a;71 on X gives a real-analytic singular Hermitian
metric h on thé canonical line bundie Kx of nonnegative curvature in thé
generalized sensé. Furthermore, (Kx,h) is non-degenerate and of strictiy
positive curvature on a Zariski-dense open subset X-E. Since X is Kàhler
and E C X is a subvariety, replacing X by a nonsingular Kàhler modification if necessary we may assume that E has at worst normal-crossing
singularities. From this and standard constructions using potential functions and thé background Kàhler metric on X we see that X — E admits
a complète Kàhler metric g . One can then solve Q with I^-estimates on
thé Hermitian holomorphic line bundie (KÎ^_^,hp) (g) (KX-E, Tï~\ ^or
p sufficiently large, to find n + 1 holomorphic sections («o, • • • , Sn) which
define a local biholomorphism into P^ at some point x e X — E. Since
^n is smooth on X, h dominâtes some smooth Hermitian metric on Kx-,
thé holomorphic section s,,0 ^ i ^ n, must extend holomorphically to X
by square-integrability. This shows that X is of Kodaira dimension equal
to n Le., X is of général type, hence aiso Moisezon. As X is Kàhler and
Moisezon, it must be projective-algebraic, as desired.
D
(3.4) We are now ready to complète thé proof of thé main results.
Proof of Theorem L — By Proposition (2.4.1) it remains to treat
thé case where (X^,^) is factorizable. As in (3.1) assume that
(t) in thé statement of Proposition (2.5.1), 6 acts on Z* without fixed
points.
Let Zi be a nonsingular Kàhler modification of Z*/Q and o-i : X —> Z\
be a holomorphic fibration on some nonsingular Kàhler modification X of
X compatible with thé foliation F. By Proposition (2.5.1) thé semi-Kàhler
structure (X,o;,.F) descends to Zi. For thé purpose of proving Theorem
1 one can therefore replace X by Zi, and reduce to thé case where thé
semi-Kàhler structure on uj is positive-definite almost everywhere. In this
case we hâve been considering in (3.2) and (3.3) thé semi-Kàhler structure
(X, -p,£), where p is thé Ricci form of uj at generic points of X. Then,
by Propositions (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) we hâve established thé alternatives
(A) that (X, -p, S) is factorizable; (B) that F admits a finite-dimensional
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linear représentation with infinité image; and (C) that F(X) is pseudoinvariant under a 1-parameter group of Euclidean translations for thé
primitive F : X —> H for thé lifting of thé holomorphic 1-form v on X
to thé universal covering X. By Proposition (3.3.1) we hâve established
that some unramified finite cover of X admits a meromorphic fibration
over a compact complex torus or a projective manifold of général type.
For thé général case, i.e., without thé extra assumption (t), starting
with thé semi-Kàhler structure (X,c<;,.77), in thé notations of Proposition
(2.6.1) thé semi-Kàhler form UJ\X-B descends to a semi-Kàhler form cJ on
Z — A for some divisor A on Z whose support is thé multiplicity locus of thé
holomorphic fibration a : X —->• Z as in Proposition (2.6.1). Assuming for
thé time being that thé Ricci form p of c^ is negative-definite at a generic
point Z — A. Then, thé proof of Proposition (3.3.1) works equally well to
show that thé Kz 0 [D] is a big holomorphic Q-line bundie on Z. In other
words, thé formai tensor power (Kz^[D}Y is a big holomorphic line bundie
on Z for some positive integer r. Recall that [D] = [Ai] m! 0- • -0[Ap] ^
with ail exponents < 1. In particular, Kz 0 [Ai] 0 ... 0 [Ap] is big, i.e., Z
is of logarithmic général type with respect to thé multiplicity locus of cr.
To complète thé proof of Theorem 1, it remains to consider thé case
where thé initial semi-Kàhler structure (X, ci;, J^) is factorizable, and where,
for thé induced semi-Kàhler form cJ on Z—A, thé Ricci form may a priori not
be of strict ly négative curvature at generic points. We note that, although
cJ, considered as a (1,1) form on Z, has pôles along thé multiplicity locus
of a, we can still define a meromorphic foliation £ on Z which agrées on
Z — A with thé meromorphic foliation defined by thé Ricci form p. This can
?^
4fc
~ft'
'H~
be seen by lifting to Z .In fact, on Z we hâve F : Z —> H and one can
define a meromorphic foliation £ on Z which agrées at generic points
with thé level set of some associated meromorphic map g : Z —» P^7),
in thé same way as was discussed in (3.1). Under thé action of Q on Z
thé meromorphic foliation S descends to a meromorphic foliation 8 on Z.
Note that thé nonnegative closed (1,1) form —p on Z — A extends trivially
to a nonnegative closed (1,1) form on Z, smooth outside a subvariety of
codimension ^ 2, from thé local expression of thé volume form cJ71 across
a generic point of each irreducible component of thé multiplicity locus D
as given in thé proof of Proposition (2.6.1). In what follows we will write
44.

—p for thé extended semi-Kàhler form on Z. Thé triple (Z, —p^ £) is then
a semi-Kàhler structure on Z.
We hâve to prove again thé alternatives (A) that (Z, —p, £) is factorizANNALES DE L'INSTITUT FOURIER
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able; (B) that F admits a finite-dimensional linear représentation with infinité image; and (C) that F^{Z^) is pseudo-invariant under a 1-parameter
group of Euclidean translations for thé primitive F^ : Z^ —> H. But
thé proof of thé alternatives follows almost Verbatim from thé proofs of
Propositions (3.2.1) to (3.2.3), replacing (X, — p ^ £ ) there by (Z, — p , S ) and
arguing with F : Z —> H ïs place of F : X —>• H there.
Having established thé alternatives (A), (B), (C), thé arguments in
(3.3) are applicable. Oniy thé arguments for alternative (A) require some
modification. Let E C Z be thé subvariety of codimension ^ 2 such that
£ is holomorphic on Z — E. Assume that (Z, —p, £) is factorizable. Let
L C Z — E be a generic leaf. Since Z = Z /O and Q may act with fixed
points, in place of subgroups Ti-jr; C F as in (3.3) we should talk about
subgroups 0-^ C G of thé discrète cocompact group Q C Aut(Z ) of
biholomorphic automorphisms. Let A C Z be an irreducible component
of (^"^(L) for thé canonical map y? : Z —> Z. We define Q^- C Q to be
thé subgroup of ail 0 ç 6 which leave A invariant as a set. Then, ©jr C 6
plays thé rôle of TT-^- C F. Thé arguments of (3.3) then apply to complète
thé proof of Theorem 1.
D
-H.

Proof of Corollary 1. — Corollary 1 (of thé proof of Theorem 1)
pertains to thé case where every quotient group of F = 71-1 (X) is residually
finite. In particular, 0 = F/A is residually finite. In this case, by Proposition (2.5.1), replacing X by some unramified finite cover if necessary,
X admits a meromorphic fibration over a compact Kàhler manifold Z on
which there exists a nontrivial holomorphic 1-form with coefficients twisted
by some unitary représentation such that thé associated semi-Kàhler form
uj is positive-definite at a generic point. Then, by Proposition (3.3.1) some
unramified finite cover of Z can be meromorphically fibered over a compact
complex torus or a projective manifold of général type, as desired.
D
Proof of Theorem 2. — Let X be a compact Kàhler manifold
whose fundamental group F violâtes Kazhdan's Property (T). Assume
furthermore that b\(X') = 0 for any unramified finite cover X' of X.
We proceed to prove that X is of algebraic dimension ^ 2. From thé two
assumptions clearly X is of complex dimension ^ 2. Since thé algebraic
dimensions remain unchanged when X is replaced by an unramified finite
cover or by a modification, by Theorem 1 we may assume without loss of
generality that either X is of général type, or X can be holomorphically
fibered over a positive-dimensional projective manifold Z. It remains to
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show that for a : X —> Z arising from Theorem 1, alternative (c), Z must
be ofcomplex dimension ^ 2. From thé proof of Theorem 1, either (i) 7Ti(Z)
admits a finite- dimensional linear représentation with infinité image, of
(ii) Z is of thé form Z ' / Q as in thé proof of Proposition (2.5.1). If Z is of
complex dimension 1 and (i) occurs, then b\(Z) ^ 0, so that b\{X) ^ 0,
violating thé hypothesis of Theorem 2. Assume now that Z is of complex
dimension 1 and (ii) occurs. By Lemma (2.5.1), Z ' (which is thé same as Z
in thé notations of thé lemma as dimc Z = 1) is simply connected. Then,
Aut(Z') is a linear group, and any finitely generated discrète subgroup of
Aut(Z') admits a torsion-free subgroup of finite index. Thus, replacing 9
by a torsion-free subgroup 9o C 9 of finite index, Z can be taken to be a
compact Riemann surface ofgenus ^ 1. But this contradicts thé assumption
that b\{X') = 0 for any unramified finite cover of X. We hâve thus proven
that thé base manifold Z of a : X —> Z must be of complex dimension ^ 2,
i.e., X is of algebraic dimension ^ 2, as desired.
D
In Mok [M3] we formulated a conjecture regarding meromorphic
fibrations of (unramified finite covers of) compact Kàhler manifoids over
projective manifoids of général type, and claimed that thé conjecture is
valid for an n-dimensional compact Kàhler manifold with fundamental
group F of subexponential growth, provided that F does not admit a
subgroup of finite index isomorphic to a free Abelian group of rank ^ 2n.
Thé latter statement was based first of ail on thé method of proof leading
to Theorem 1 of thé présent article. Because of thé difficulty of finding
torsion-free discrète subgroups of finite index in relation to alternative (c)
of Theorem 1, thé daim remains conjectural.

4. Brody maps into certain Kàhler surfaces
admitting holomorphic 1-forms with twisted coefficients.
(4.1) Let X be a compact Kàhler manifold admitting some nontrivial
holomorphic 1-form v with coefficients twisted by a unitary représentation.
Suppose on some Zariski-dense open subset of X thé semi-Kàhler form uj
defined by v is positive-definite, and of strictiy négative Ricci curvature.
Note that (X, uj) is of nonpositive holomorphic bisectional curvature wherever ^ is positive-definite. Heuristically, modulo some blowing-down, X
should behave like a subvariety of an Abelian variety. Along this line we
know that X is of général type, just as a subvariety of an Abelian variety
of négative Ricci curvature at a generic point. Theorem 3 is a step further
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in that direction in thé case of compact Kàhler surfaces. It asserts that X
is Kobayashi hyperbolic under thé assumption of nonexistence of rational
curves and elliptic curves. In relation to thé heuristic analogy to subvarieties of Abelian varieties, we note that under thé hypothèses of Theorem 3,
any chain of rational curves on X is exceptional. One can then blow down
maximal chains of rational curves on X, if they exist, to obtain a possibly
singular compact complex surface X ' . In this context thé proofof Theorem
3 would say that X' is Kobayashi hyperbolic if and oniy if X' contains no
elliptic curves just as in thé case of a (possibly singular) complex surface in
an Abelian variety of négative Ricci curvature at a generic point. We will
not make thé modification hère.
We will give a proof basing on techniques of meromorphic fibrations
via thé Ricci form as in §3. Let now X be a compact Kàhler manifold
with fundamental group F, <Ï> : F —> H be a, unitary représentation into a
Hilbert space and v ç. F(X, Çi(E^)) be a nontrivial holomorphic 1-form with
coefficients twisted by <Ï>. Suppose y{x) G ^t{E^^) ^ Hom(Ta;(X),£J<î,^) is
generically injective, which is thé same as saying that thé induced Kàhler
semi-metric cj is positive-definite at generic points. Suppose furthermore
that thé Ricci form of uj is strictiy négative at generic points. This is thé
case for instance for thé base manifold Z in thé generalized theorem of
Casteinuovo-de Franchis as in [M4], (3.1), Theorem 2. Thé assumptions
imply that X is of général type and hence Moiàezon. Together with thé
Kàhler assumption this implies that X is projective-algebraic.
(4.2) Proceeding to prove Theorem 3 we specialize now to thé case
of Kàhler surfaces X. Suppose X is not Kobayashi hyperbolic. There exists
then a Brody map (3o '• C —> X, when X is endowed thé given Kàhler
metric. Since C is simply-connected f3o : C —> X lifts to some /? : C —> X.
Thé composition P :== F o /3 : C —> M then gives a holomorphic map with
uniformiy bounded first derivative. Writing P = (pi,jp2? • • • ^ P k , • • •) with
respect to an orthonormal basis of H we conclude that P is a linear map
even when H is infinite-dimensional. Recall that E C X is thé subvariety
where v fails to be of maximal rank. If thé Zariski-closure /3(C) lies on E^
then it must lie on an irreducible component which is either an elliptic curve
or a rational curve. Thèse possibilities are ruied oui by thé assumptions of
Theorem 3. Thus f3(C) does not lie on E, so that P is nontrivial.
For any point x on X — E consider a non-zéro tangent vector T] at
x such that there exists a smooth contractible holomorphic curve G at a:,
TxÇC) = Crj, with thé property that F(Ç) is an open subset of an affine
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line in H for any irreducible component C of Ti-"1^). We will sometimes
write / = F o TT for TT : C —> C thé inverse map of 7r|~
c : (7 —> C.
At any point x ç. X — E dénote by Sx C PT^(X) thé subset consisting
of ail [rj\ with thé above property. Let x ç C be such that 7r(x) = x € (7.
Thé condition of being able to pass thé germ of an "affine line" through x
in thé direction of 77, in terms of thé lifting to X at î, can be formulated
as follows. Let L be thé affine line in H at F(x) in thé direction of ^(77),
d7r(rf) == 77, and W be thé germ of a complex submanifold at F(x) which is
thé image of thé germ of X at x under F. Then, [rj\ ç Sx if and oniy if L
is tangent to W at î to thé order k for any positive integer k. This gives a
countable set of conditions on [77], holomorphic on [77] as thé latter varies, so
that over X—Ewe obtain a complex-analytic subvariety of<?C PT(X-E).
We hâve
-~

-~

r^>

PROPOSITION (4.2.1). — S C PT(X - E) contains an irreducible
component which dominâtes X — E.
Proof. — Since P = F o /3 is a nontrivial linear map, so that
[|dP(^-)[| is a constant a 7^ 0, and d/3, v = dF are uniformiy bounded from
thé above, it follows that 0 < b < ||d/3(^-)|| < c on C for some constants
b and c. For t e C; e > 0 write A(<;£) = [z G C : \F - «| < e} and
A(^) = A(0; Ê:). From Cauchy estimâtes, thé holomorphic maps fti : C —> X
defined by A(C) = /^ + C) form a normal family as t ranges over C.
From thé lower bound ||rf/?(^)|| > b > 0 it follows that any limiting
map must be nontrivial. Suppose now (3 : C —> X is not an immersion
onto an elliptic curve. Then, there exists some x e X, a séquence Si e C
diverging to infinity, a neighborhood Ux of x, and e > 0 such that (i)
/3(si) := Xi converges to a;; (ii) /^(Aç) n Ux := Ci is a closed connected
smooth holomorphic curve on Ux and thé curves Ci are distinct. Write
rji = d/3(si)(-^-). Reparametrizing thé Brody map with thé origin being
mapped to Xi we can extract a convergent subsequence to get a new Brody
map f31 such that /?'(0) = x and such that 77 := d/?'(0)(^) ^ 0. From (i)
and (ii) it follows readily that ^'(C) must contain a local holomorphic curve
on X — E which consists of points of accumulation of a countably infinité
family of local curves on X — E belonging to /3(C). Since thé canonical
projection p : PT(X) —> X is proper S C PT(X - E) must project to a
subvariety oî X —E, it follows from thé above that S must surject to X —E.
Since F(X) is not an affine plane on Jf, it follows that S must contain as
an irreducible component a hypersurface of PT(X — E) which dominâtes
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D

From now on we will replace S by thé union of 2-dimensional
irreducible components which dominate X — E.
(4.3) We proceed now to prove Theorem 3 by using arguments related
to thé study of semi-Kàhler structures defined by Ricci forms, especially
Proposition (3.2.3). Thé projection p : S —> X — E is A;-to-one for some k
outside a subvariety A of X — E. On X — E — A we hâve a muiti-foliation
by k distinct holomorphic families of local holomorphic curves which are
mapped onto open subsets of affine lines by /. From thé proof of Proposition
(4.2.1) reparametrizations of thé original Brody map f3 : C —> X by
translations on C converge to some Brody map /3' : C —> X. Note that /3' is
a holomorphic immersion such that \[df3'\\ is bounded between two positive
constants, where || • || is measured with respect to thé Euclidean metric on
C and a Kàhler metric on X. As a conséquence, under thé assumption of
nonexistence of (immersed) elliptic curves, /^(C) n (X — E) is not closed
in thé complex topology, so that a generic point of thé latter will avoid A.
Choose such a point x which we may take to be /^(O). Choose a contractible
neighborhood D of x in X — E which is a product neighborhood for one
branch "H of thé Âî-sheeted multi-foliation defined near x. Reparametrize {3
by translation so that f3(0) lies on D and f3 maps a neighborhood of 0 onto a
leaf of "H on D. From thé choices of 5^, /3^ —> /?', it follows that (3 must map
a neighborhood of s^ on C to a leaf of 7Y on D for i sufficiently large. Let (3
resp. 13' be liftings of (3 resp. f31 to X. Thé liftings can be chosen in such a
way that both /3(0) and /3'(0) are lifted to thé same contractible open set
D which is a fixed connected component ofTr'^D). Recall that P = Fof3.
Thé accumulation at /^(O) can oniy happen if there exists éléments 7^ € F
such that ^(^i)((3(si)) = P(^) = P(0) -f- s^ç for some nonzero vector ^
m H.
Thé foliation 7Y on D détermines a family of affine lines ïïy whose
intersection with D correspond to liftings of leaves of D. Dénote by T thé
union of thèse affine lines. Consider now thé holomorphic map g at smooth
points of T defined by assigning to y thé complex line Ay in H passing
through thé origin and parallel to îly. We may assume that thé Unes Ay
are not ail identical, otherwise D will be locally thé isometric product of a
Hermitian Riemann surface with a fiât Riemann surface, so that thé Ricci
curvature is everywhere degenerate, contradicting with thé assumption in
Theorem 3. We can aiso define a muiti-valued holomorphic map h on
X — Tr"1^ U A) as in thé définition of g. Thé map h leads to a multiTOME 50 (2000), FASCICULE 2 (spécial Cinquantenaire)
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valued meromorphic map into thé projective space P(ffll) of Unes in H. Thé
action of r via <Ï> induces projective unitary transformations on P(HI) which
préserve thé Fubini-Study metric. Consider thé subset B of X —7T~1(EUA)
where one of thé k branches of h fails to be a holomorphic map of rank 1
into P(Œî). Then, B is invariant under F and descends to a complex-analytic
subvariety B of X — E — A. Without loss of generality we may assume that
/^(O) has been chosen to avoid B. Thé upshot is that we hâve a multisemi-Kàhler structure defined by pulling back thé Fubini-Study metric by
branches of h such that thé séquence {^(7%)} of éléments of U(H) ix H
induces a countably infinité set of holomorphic isometries of a branch H of
thé multi-foliation on D. Thé relation $(7,)(/3(^)) = P(si) = P(0) + s^
and thé argument in Proposition (3.2.3) then show that there exists a nonzéro vector 77 tangent to each point of D, implying that g is constant, a
contradiction. Thé proof of Theorem 3 is complète.
D
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